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Chapter 1  
 
A Mentoring Ministry for the Spiritual Development of Youth 
in Rural Congregations of North Central  




Statement of the Problem 
 
 After serving in ministry for twenty-five years, I 
felt that one of the greatest challenges facing the church 
in rural areas is not the absence of qualified preachers, 
but rather the absence of spiritual maturity in our church 
leaders. These leaders can include elders, deacons, and 
Bible class teachers; but leadership is certainly not 
limited to them. Where do spiritually mature leaders come 
from? Colleges and universities offer degrees and provide 
seminaries to develop highly qualified ministerial 
servants. Some churches even offer programs to develop 
preachers or ministers. However, efforts that work towards 
the spiritual development of young men within the 
congregation are lacking. The current system in place 
emphasizes preacher training. This suggests that the 
position of preacher requires skill, knowledge, and 
specialized education. I do not argue against that 
emphasis. Unfortunately, little to no consideration is 
given to leadership development. This lack of attention 
suggests that leaders need no formal training, knowledge, 
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or preparation, and that the spiritual development of young 
Christian men is of lesser importance. Therefore, the 
current system unintentionally places greater emphasis and, 
consequently, greater importance on the preacher, who most 
likely will not stay in a given location for a long period 
of time.  
 The purpose of this project was to use an established 
retreat serving multiple rural congregations in North 
Central and Northeast Arkansas to begin an effort to teach 
young men about spiritual leadership in the church by 
encouraging them to think about their role (presently, 
without ruling out the future) in the local congregation. 
In short, it was an effort to mentor the young men who will 
rise to become those who have spiritual influence in their 
respective congregations. 
Ministry Context 
 As stated above, this project was launched from an 
established retreat serving multiple rural congregations in 
North Central and Northeast Arkansas. My wife, Wanda, and I 
personally began this retreat as a way of giving back to 
the spiritual community that helped support me in my 
efforts to enter ministry. “The retreat,” as it has been 
called by those who participate, was designed for smaller 
congregations without organized youth groups whose youth 
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have little to no interaction with fellow like-minded young 
people. It is held at Harding University’s Camp Tahkodah 
facilities in Floral, Arkansas, which is approximately 
fifteen miles southwest of Batesville, Arkansas. Having 
grown up in the Batesville area, I envisioned this retreat 
providing a service to my heritage.  
 The retreat is held annually during the third full 
weekend of April. April of 2019 marked the retreat’s 
twenty-fifth year. It is for youth ages ten to eighteen 
(fourth through twelfth grades). Each year the attendance 
will vary from 130 to 150 youths with thirty to forty 
counselors and staff. Between twenty and twenty-five 
congregations are represented each year. As is the case 
with small rural congregations, having youth to attend can 
be sporadic and come in cycles. It is not unusual for a 
congregation to have representatives one year but not the 
next, and then send campers again a couple of years later.  
 My role concerning the retreat is founder and 
director. My wife, Wanda, and I decide the theme each year 
and delegate responsibilities to different counselors. It 
is a Christ-centered retreat that has, over the years, 
produced multiple baptisms and changed many lives. Over the 
course of the weekend, the campers attend two group 
devotional events, participate in two age-appropriate Bible 
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classes, have cabin devotionals each night, and have 
worship together on Sunday morning. As the director, I 
usually speak during the evening devotionals and preach on 
Sunday morning.  
Literature Review 
 The concept of mentoring can be traced back to Homer’s 
Odyssey and the character “Mentor,” who served as a tutor 
and guardian for Odysseus’s son, Telemachus.1 However, the 
modern construct of mentoring comes from the pre-Industrial 
Revolution’s concept of an apprentice-type relationship 
that was more of a one-sided hierarchy.2 Recently, despite 
the negative connotations of the trade-labor apprentice, 
the popularity of mentoring has soared. In 2005, Gary 
Walker wrote, “For the past 15 years, mentoring has been 
the single most publicly talked about, written about, and 




 1. David L. DuBois and Michael J. Karcher, eds., 
Handbook of Youth Mentoring (Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE 
Publications, 2005), 2.  
 
 2. Ronald Gary Belsterling, “Youth-Work, Qualities of 
an Adult’s Mentoring Approach and Adolescent Attachment,” 
The Journal of Youth Ministry 14, no. 2 (January 1, 2016): 
32. 
 
 3. Gary Walker, “Youth Mentoring and Public Policy” in 
DuBois and Karcher, 510. 
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 However, even with a national emphasis placed on 
mentoring, no studies were published concerning “faith-
based mentoring” outcomes until 2010.4 Since then several 
such articles I have found helpful in my research have been 
published. Among them are Trena Anastasia’s “Youth 
Mentoring: Program and Mentor Best Practices”;5 Jason 
Lanker’s “Life-Long Guides”;6 and Nathan Chiroma’s “The Role 
of Mentoring in Adolescents’ Spiritual Formation.”7 
 Anastasia proposes eight different mentoring types 
stemming from three different parameters: connection,  




 4. Kenneth I. Maton, Mariano R. Sto. Domingo, and 
Jacqueline King, “Faith Based Organizations,” in DuBois and 
Karcher, 382. The first study emphasizing the importance of 
the local church family in the spiritual formation of 
adolescents came in 2010: Jason Lanker, “The Family of 
Faith: The Place of Natural Mentoring in the Church’s 
Christian Formation of Adolescents,” Christian Education 
Journal 7, no. 2 (January 1, 2010): 267-280. 
  
 5. Trena T. Anastasia, PhD., “Youth Mentoring: Program 
and Mentor Best Practices,” Journal of Family & Consumer 
Sciences, vol. 104, no. 2 (July 14, 2012): 38-44. 
 
 6. Jason Lanker, “Life-Long Guides: The Role and 
Relationships of Natural Mentors in the Lives of Christian 
Adolescents,” The Journal of Youth Ministry 11, no. 1 
(January 1, 2012): 31–43. 
 
 7. Nathan H. Chiroma, “The Role of Mentoring in 
Adolescents’ Spiritual Formation,” Journal of Youth and 
Theology 14, no. 1 (January 1, 2015): 72-90. 
 
 8. Anastasia, 39-40. 
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a natural connection, a community-based setting, and 
developmental intent (NCD).9 This natural mentoring effort 
is what Lanker explores10 and was the focus of this project. 
Robert and Richard Clinton’s Mentor Handbook provides nine 
mentoring types based on the intensity of the interaction 
(active, occasional, and passive)11 and provides five 
dynamics of mentoring (attraction, relationship, 
responsiveness, accountability, and empowerment).12 In 
addition to specific material dealing with mentoring, works 
on the stages of faith development provided helpful 
information concerning the maturation process I sought to 
influence, including the proper stage(s) to introduce a 
mentoring influence.13  
__________ 
 
 9. Anastasia, 40. 
  
 10. Lanker, 34-41. 
 
 11. Dr. J. Robert Clinton and Dr. Richard W. Clinton, 
The Mentor Handbook: Detailed Guidelines and Helps for 
Christian Mentors and Mentorees (Altadena, CA: Barnabas 
Publishers, 1991), 24. 
 
 12. Ibid., 14-22. 
 
 13. The three volumes listed here have proven to be 
very useful: James W. Fowler, Stages of Faith: The 
Psychology of Human Development and the Quest for Meaning 
1st ed. (San Francisco, CA: Harper & Row, 1981); John H. 
Westerhoff, Will Our Children Have Faith? A new rev. and 
expanded ed. (Harrisburg, PA: Morehouse Pub., 2000); and 
Eugene C Roehlkepartain, ed. The Handbook of Spiritual 
Development in Childhood and Adolescence (Thousand Oaks, 
CA: SAGE Publications, 2006).  
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  While talk of spiritual leadership often conjures 
images of congregational leadership—i.e., ministers, 
elders, and deacons—that was not the aim of this project. 
Should any of the above eventually arise from this effort, 
it would be a wonderful benefit to the body of Christ. 
Rather, the “spiritual leader” emphasized here would be 
more along the lines of that described by Evertt Huffard’s 
LeaderLoop. Huffard proposes a model of moving individuals 
from passive followers to active followers, then to 
leaders, and finally to mentors who guide others through 
the same process.14 Leaders are defined as baptized 
believers who are actively involved in the work and worship 
of the local congregation, take responsibility for a 
ministry, and can manage conflict.15 Such leadership is not 
limited to what are normally considered official capacities 
of the church, thus increasing the effectiveness of 
spiritual influence. Robert Clinton summarizes his 
leadership emergence theory with the following:  
 God develops a leader over a lifetime. That 
 development is a function of the use of events and 




 14. Evertt Huffard, “LeaderLoop: Moving Beyond Passive 
Followers, Active Followers, and Leaders” (White Paper, 
Memphis, TN: Harding School of Theology, 2014). 
 
 15. Ibid., 41.  
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 (processing), time, and leader response. Processing is 
 central to the theory. All leaders can point to 
 critical incidents in their lives where God taught 
 them something very important.16 
 
Seeking to step into others’ lives at critical times to 
help them become more aware of God working in their lives, 
thus calling them to a place of spiritual influence, 
requires a grasp of Clinton’s theory of processing. The 
earlier a young man can sense God’s hand upon his life, the 
earlier that young man can exercise spiritual influence on 
those around him. 
Theological Foundation 
 Proverbs 27:17 says, “As iron sharpens iron, so one 
person sharpens another.”17 This verse is one of many that 
emphasize a distinctive aspect of the Christian walk: 
relationship, or “life-on-life.”18 One could say that 
“relationship” is the underlying theme of Scripture. It is 
present in the very beginning as God created male and 
__________ 
 16. Dr. J. Robert Clinton, The Making of a Leader: 
Recognizing the Lessons and Stages of Leadership 
Development (Colorado Springs, CO: NavPress, 2012), 39. 
 
 17. Unless otherwise noted, all Scripture references 
are taken from the Holy Bible New International Version 
(Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2011). 
 
 18. This was a term used by Scott Laird in describing 
his DMin project. Class Lecture Notes, 7580 Leadership 
Development, Harding School of Theology, February 25, 2019. 
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female in his image seeing that it was “not good for the 
man to be alone” (Gen. 2:18). Man and woman were created to 
be in relationship with each other. They were also created 
to be in relationship with God. In the end, God reveals his 
ultimate goal by declaring, “Look! God’s dwelling place is 
now among the people, and he will dwell with them. They 
will be his people, and God himself will be with them and 
be their God” (Rev. 21:3, emphasis added). 
 Through the powerful dynamic of relationship, 
influence occurs, whether good or bad. It is from this 
theme that I have proposed a mentoring effort designed to 
influence young men towards spiritual maturity and 
leadership. Using the apostle Paul’s method of teaching men 
from a central location,19 my goal was the admonition of  
2 Timothy 2:2: teach and mentor men/young men who will, in 
turn, teach/mentor others. I hope to use God’s gift of 
relationship to influence future generations towards 
spiritual maturity, leadership, and a life worthy of 




 19. According to Acts 19:8-10, Paul taught daily from 
the lecture hall of Tyrannus for two years. Because of his 
influence on those who came to learn from him, verse 10 
mentions that “all the Jews and Greeks who lived in the 




 I consider this project to be one of program 
development.20 First, this project encouraged young men to 
think more intentionally about living their lives with 
spiritual leadership in mind. It encouraged them to use 
their God-given abilities and gifts towards spiritual 
influence on the people around them. Second, I solicited 
the help of godly men who served as mentors to the young 
men mentioned above. 
 The first part consisted of a Bible class presented at 
the retreat for young men ages fifteen to eighteen. The 
class focused on the qualities of a godly leader as 
exemplified by Jesus—especially humility and submission—and 
encouraged those present to seek out a man by whose godly 
influence they could be mentored. The young men were 
encouraged to use their gifts to have a greater impact on 
the kingdom of God—not by becoming preachers or 
missionaries, or even elders or deacons, but by endeavoring 
to become godly men worthy of imitation. This class will be 
taught each year at the retreat to encourage each young man 
__________ 
 
 20. Nancy J. Vyhmeister and Terry Dwain Robertson, 
Your Guide to Writing Quality Research Papers for Students 
of Religion and Theology, 3rd ed., (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Zondervan, 2014), 45. 
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with whom I come into contact. The male counselors of the 
retreat were also invited as they were instrumental in the 
second part of the project. These were the men I encouraged 
to mentor the youth. Due to time restraints with current 
work obligations and lack of direct communication or 
contact with the young men, I could not serve as a mentor. 
Instead, I spent my time (and will continue to do so) 
working with the men who are serving as mentors.    
 The second part of this effort was the major emphasis 
of this project. Since I have more contact with the adult 
counselors of the retreat than I do with the youth who 
attend, my goal was for these men to serve as mentors, not 
only to the young men who attend the retreat, but also to 
the young men of their respective congregations. Four men 
helped with the project on a trial basis; and since then, 
three others agreed to be part of the group.21 I conducted 
nine meetings with these men via Zoom to provide biblical 
and mentoring resources to assist them in their interaction 
with those being mentored. The original plan was to meet in 
person. However, due to the Covid-19 pandemic that 
stretched from March of 2020 into the fall, personal 
__________  
 21. One of the original four men had to drop out of 
the project. Three others joined. This brought the total to 
six men, not seven. 
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meetings were not possible. Using Zoom allowed us to meet 
on a more regular basis since the distance between each of 
the men participating created a challenge. Face-to-face 
interaction would have been preferred. However, with 
regular communication we were able to access the strengths 
and weaknesses of the effort; share challenges that arose 
as well as successes; and encourage, support, and pray for 
one another.  
 The tentative schedule for this project was as 
follows. Beginning with the first week of the public 
schools starting back (August 23, 2020), I began a series 
of nine meetings with the group that concluded in mid-
November of 2020. I allowed the schedule some freedom for 
the participants, or for me, to be able to miss a session 
or two as the Covid-19 pandemic created havoc on work and 
school schedules. The meetings were designed to introduce 
the importance of the life-on-life relationship of 
mentoring. Clear goals we hoped to accomplish for the 
program were established. From there, the meetings 
progressed to developing a biblical view of spiritual 
leadership, and then to understanding how our own faith 
journeys have brought us to where we are in the present. We 
then looked at the mentoring model of Jesus’ disciples, 
explored strategic planning and mentoring levels and 
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techniques, and concluded with appropriate stages of faith 
development. The lessons for the meetings are presented in 
Appendix B.22  
 While the final goal for this project is spiritual 
maturity, for the sake of this dissertation, the goal for 
the assessment cycle was for mentors to help a youth of 
their choice move forward one step in the LeaderLoop 
continuum. For example, if there was a young man that 
showed interest in becoming a Christian, the goal of one 
mentor could be to establish a “life-on-life” relationship 
with that individual to help him take that step of faith 
and be baptized into Christ. Another mentor may decide to 
help a baptized believer take the next step of becoming 
involved as an active participant in the local 
congregation. Regardless of the phase a young man was in 
within the LeaderLoop model, the mentor’s goal was to help 
him move towards spiritual maturity. This is something many 
of our churches have failed to do well in the past. 
 One of the struggles that can arise from an effort 
like this is that of assessment. How can one know that the 
program is successful? Intangible qualities such as 
spiritual influence and leadership are practically  
__________ 
 22. Appendix B: Mentoring Sessions, 106. 
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impossible to ascertain by either quantitative or 
qualitative methods. However, I felt that three separate 
assessments were helpful in determining whether significant 
gains had been made towards the goal. First, I utilized 
questionnaires/surveys to determine what level of 
effectiveness the class and/or mentorship had on the 
participants, as well as to determine what level my role 
had in preparing the adult men to be mentors. Second, local 
church leaders provided input as to each participant’s 
growth, maturity, and level of influence within the 
congregation the mentor or mentee attends. This, too, was 
accomplished through a survey. I had hoped that I would be 
able to invite the local church leaders into one or more of 
the Zoom meetings for their observations and feedback. 
Unfortunately, I did not receive contact information in 
time for this to take place. Finally, the mentees provided 
input from their experience through a short survey. In 




 23. Three observers agreed to participate in this 
project. Dr. Devin Swindle, Director of the Center for 
Preaching at Harding University’s College of Bible and 
Ministry and founder of the Kerusso Experience, served as a 
professional and academic observer. The other two are lay 
leaders in their respective churches. Without support from 
the laymen of the local congregations, nothing substantial 
can be accomplished. Input from observers with the ground 
zero vantage point was very beneficial and informative. 
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provide valuable input concerning my role in this project, 
as well as its overall effectiveness. The observers were 
invited to each Zoom meeting and had access to each member 
for individual interviewing conversations if desired. 
Limitations and Delimitations 
 I did foresee a few limitations in a program like 
this. Because the retreat at Camp Tahkodah meets only one 
time per year, it is difficult for me to have an ongoing 
relationship with young men from multiple congregations.  
Also, the retreat was not able to meet in 2020 due to the 
Covid-19 virus. My own personal interaction with these 
young men is limited to this annual meeting because of 
several factors (distance and availability because of work 
schedules, for example). Another limitation I anticipated 
was that while I can make sure each male camper is present 
for Bible class during the retreat, I cannot dictate a 
young man’s interest or participation in a mentoring effort 
once he has left the campground. I am confident of the men 
I have selected as mentors. However, this project will be 
limited to the willingness of the young men to be mentored.  
A third limitation is in measuring the outcome of this 
effort. As mentioned above, intangible qualities such as 
spiritual influence and leadership are practically 
impossible to ascertain by either quantitative or 
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qualitative methods. It could take years of growth and 
maturity for some participants to reach a point in which 
they will have the opportunity to impact local 
congregations through their spiritual influence.  
 Two delimitations seem especially important for this 
project. The first was the initial assessment for this 
dissertation. The trial run of this project was completed 
in the Spring of 2019 and served as partial fulfillment of 
a leadership development class offered by the Harding 
School of Theology in Memphis, Tennessee. After a break in 
the Fall of 2019 due to a new business development and the 
Spring of 2020 due to Covid-19 developments, the second 
phase began in the Fall of 2020 and lasted through the 
early Spring of 2021. Although the 2021 retreat has yet to 
take place at the time of this writing, the work completed 
in the fall of 2020 has allowed me to assess effectiveness, 
receive feedback from both mentors and mentees, and adjust 
accordingly for the next cycle. Only assessments from the 
Fall of 2020 have been used in the dissertation presented 
to the committee. I will continue to work with both young 
men and their mentors for as long I am able to conduct the 
retreat. 
 The second delimitation has to do with a cultural 
phenomenon known as “toxic masculinity.” Defined as a set 
17 
 
of behaviors—or beliefs that lead to behaviors—that include 
the suppression of emotions, preservation of an appearance 
of hardness (toughness or self-reliance), and power over 
others through violence or sexual promiscuity,24 the topic  
of toxic masculinity has dominated gender conversations for 
several years.25  
 What makes it relevant to this project is its 





 24. Trying to find a specific definition of “toxic 
masculinity” has proven to be difficult. However, see the 
following for several authors who have described its 
tendencies. Colleen Clemens, “What We Mean When We Say, 
‘Toxic Masculinity,’” Teaching Tolerance (December 11, 
2017), accessed August 8, 2020, https://www.tolerance.org/ 
magazine/what-we-mean-when-we-say-toxic-masculinity; Maya 
Salam, “What is Toxic Masculinity?” The New York Times 
(January 22, 2019), accessed August 8, 2020, https://www.ny 
times.com/2019/01/22/us/toxic-masculinity.html; Jon 
Johnson, “What to know about Toxic Masculinity,” 
Medical News Today (June 21, 2020), accessed August 8, 
2020, https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/toxic-
masculinity; Tracy E. Gilchrist, “What is Toxic 
Masculinity?” The Advocate (December 11, 2017), accessed 
August 9, 2020, https://www.advocate.com/women/2017/12/11/ 
what-toxic-masculinity. 
  
 25. Several authors cite the leader of the Mythopoetic 
men’s movement of the 1980’s and 1990’s as coining the 
phrase “toxic masculinity.” In addition to Gilchrist and 
Johnson, this is noted by Lauren Vinopal, “Toxic 
Masculinity is a Myth, but Insecure Men Lash Out at Women,” 
Fatherly (updated June 4, 2020), accessed August 8, 2020, 
https://www.fatherly.com/health-science/toxic-masculinity- 
fake-male-insecurity/. However, Salam and Vinopal note that 
the term has only recently become the social norm.  
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women following Greco-Roman cultures.26 With a project 
designed to mentor young men towards spiritual maturity and 
leadership, there was the danger of this project being seen 
as an effort to affirm and enforce such beliefs and 
behaviors. While books like Mark Batterson’s Play the Man 
and John Eldredge’s Wild at Heart lay out masculine virtues 
and qualities using traditional masculine language,27 they 
are based on biblical principles of healthy masculinity and  




 26. Susanna Asikainen, “Women out of Place: The Women 
Who Challenged Jesus,” Neotestamentica 52.1 (2018): 179-
193; Kristopher Norris, “Toxic Masculinity and the Quest 
for Ecclesial Legitimation,” Journal of the Society of 
Christian Ethics 39, no. 2 (2019): 319-338; Johnson, “What 
to know about Toxic Masculinity.” Passages such as Genesis 
3:16, Ephesians 5:22, and 1 Peter 3:1, 5-6 are often 
interpreted within a male-controlled society as divine 
affirmation for their domination and adds much fuel to the 
toxic masculinity fire. 
 
 27. Batterson uses expressions like “tough love,” 
“will power,” “raw passion”, and “true grit” in describing 
the seven virtues of manhood. Mark Batterson, Play the Man 
(Grand Rapids, Michigan: Baker Books, 2017), 10. Several of 
the authors cited above would take offense at these 
descriptive terms, but Batterson gives these terms new 
definitions that are more consistent with the society’s 
changing times. Eldredge also uses language consistent with 
masculine tradition. “A man must know he is powerful. A man 
must know he has what it takes.” The idea that a man should 
be fierce, passionate, and wild at heart brings fear to the 
toxic masculinity culture. John Eldredge, Wild at Heart 
(Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson, 2001), 10, 41. However, 
Eldredge urges men to get in touch with their true 
masculinity—not to dominate or hurt others, but to be what 
society, and their families, need them to be (xi, 15). 
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with their male gender in a constructive, not destructive, 
 
way.28 This project was not designed to deal with the 
effects of toxic masculinity; nor is it an effort to 
enforce stereotypical male behaviors of toxic masculinity.   
Outline of the Dissertation 
 This dissertation contains four chapters as well as 
four appendixes. In the next chapter, I have expanded the 
theological theme of relationship by looking at the nature 
and behavior of God. God has certain desires and 
expectations of his image-bearers. They, too, are 
interwoven into the theme of relationship. In Chapter 3, I 
have taken an in-depth look at the research behind 
mentoring. I have also more fully developed the methodology 
and goals of the project. I have provided information 
concerning assessment in Chapter 4. This includes critical 
observations and future implications of the project. 
__________ 
 
 28. Two excellent resources of modern descriptions of 
masculinity can be found in a TED talk by Jackson Katz and 
an interview with Michael Kimmel. Jackson Katz, “Violence 
Against Women—It’s a Men’s Issue,” TEDxFiDiWomen (November 
2012): accessed August 7, 2020, https://www.ted.com/talks/ 
jackson_katz_violence_against_women_it_s_a_men_s_issue; 
Michael Kimmel and Lisa Wade, “Ask a Feminist: Michael 
Kimmel and Lisa Wade Discuss Toxic Masculinity,” Signs: 
Journal of Women in Culture and Society 44, no. 1 (2018): 
233-254. While these resources do not stem from a biblical 
background, affirm gay and lesbian relationships, and are 
politically biased, one would be hard pressed to argue 





A Theology of Relationship 
 
 
In the Beginning 
 
 Relationships are critical to the dynamic of 
Scripture. While it may sound unusual to speak of a 
theology of relationship, I hope to show in this chapter 
how the terms “theology” and “relationship” are 
intrinsically related. 
 Theology, in the most literal sense, is the “study of 
God.”1 Scripture and nature reveal questions about God that 
long to be answered. Who is he? What is he like? What does 
the Bible say about him? What does nature say about him? 
Those questions begin with the very first words of the 
Bible: “In the beginning God created the heavens and the 
earth” (Gen. 1:1). Robert Letham says that from here, “It 
takes the rest of the Bible to disclose the meaning  
concealed in this cryptic sentence.”2 The most logical 
question to ask is this: Who is this God that created the  
 
heavens and the earth? But one can go deeper than this. 
__________ 
 
 1. F. L. Cross and Elizabeth A. Livingstone, eds., The 
Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church 3rd ed. rev. (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2005), 1616. 
   
 2. Robert Letham, The Holy Trinity: In Scripture, 
History, Theology, and Worship (Phillipsburg, NJ: P & R 
Publishing, 2004), 17. 
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While the statement does reveal a powerful being, it also 
reveals something of his nature and character? Why did God 
create the heavens and the earth? As one delves further 
into the creation narrative, the climax of God’s creative 
energies is seen. “Let us make mankind in our image . . . 
So God created mankind in his own image . . . male and 
female he created them” (Gen 1:26-27). 
 What does this creative process say about God? Why did 
he create anything at all, and why did he create male and 
female in his image? To whom was God speaking when he said, 
“Let us make mankind in our image” (emphasis added)? While 
several suggestions have been made to explain the meaning 
of this unusual statement, many of the church fathers saw 
this as a reference to the Trinity.3 Having the benefit of 
the New Testament to give a complete picture, one can look 
back on this passage and, in terms of the sensus plenior 
__________  
  
 3. Letham summarizes the most common explanations from 
the idea that God was speaking to angels to defining the 
expression as a plural of majesty, or even a plural of 
self-deliberation. Philo and Rabbinical commentators were 
unsure of what to do with this text and others that imply a 
pluralistic deity (Gen. 3:22, 11:7; Isa. 6:8). Philo 
suggested that God was speaking to subordinate powers 
assisting him in his creation of man. Letham, 19-20. See 
also Nonna Verna Harrison, “The Human Person as Image and 
Likeness of God,” in The Cambridge Companion to Orthodox 
Christian Theology, ed. Mary Cunningham and Elizabeth 




(fuller sense or meaning), see that these words do indeed 
suggest a plurality in God.4 I believe this plurality 
represents the trinitarian nature of God. 
 Robert Letham describes the Trinity in the following 
way: “God is one being, three persons, and three persons, 
one being.”5 Timothy Keller puts it this way. “God is one 
being who exists eternally in three persons: Father, Son, 
and Holy Spirit.”6 Tri-unity: This is the mystery of the 
living God.7 While this is not a treatise on trinitarianism, 
it is important to understand the truths of what Scripture 
teaches. More importantly, it is crucial to understand what 
Scripture reveals about God. The triune nature of God 
explicitly reveals that he is a relational being.8  
 C. S. Lewis describes the relational aspect of God  
like this: 
 
 In Christianity God is not an impersonal thing nor a 





 4. Letham, 20. 
  
 5. Ibid., 466. 
  
 6. Timothy Keller, The Reason for God: Belief in an 
Age of Skepticism (New York: Dutton, 2008), 214. 
  
 7. Boris Bobrinskoy, “God in Trinity,” in Cunningham 
and Theokritoff, 49. 
 
 8. Keller, 214; Letham, 19, 21. 
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  dynamic pulsating activity, a life, a kind of  
  drama. Almost . . . a kind of dance.9  
 
The apostle John recorded this relational unity as Jesus 
spoke to his disciples before going to the cross. The 
Spirit has always sought to glorify the Son (John 15:26, 
16:14). The Son has always sought to glorify the Father 
(John 14:13-14) even as the Father has always loved and  
ever sought to glorify the Son (John 17:23, 24). The Son 
 




 9. C. S. Lewis, Mere Christianity: A Revised and 
Amplified Edition, with a New Introduction, of the Three 
Books, Broadcast Talks, Christian Behaviour, and Beyond 
Personality (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1958), 136. 
The use of the term “dance” brings to mind a debate that 
has been going on over the past several years. It centers 
on the term perichoresis, which has incorrectly been 
defined as “circle dance” and has been confused with the 
same origins of choreography. It is not the intent of this 
chapter to debate the accuracy of the word or its use in 
describing the Trinity. However, perichoresis can still be 
useful in helping us understand the Trinity as the Father, 
Son, and Holy Spirit “go around” or “rotate” around each 
other. The circle image also helps us combat the western 
hierarchal view that the triangle image often conveys. The 
debate revolves around Saint John of Damascus’ use of the 
term to describe how the members of the Trinity relate to 
one another. See the following resources for more 
information concerning this debate: Keller, 214-16; George 
Cladis, Leading the Team-based Church (San Francisco: 
Josey-Bass Publishers, 1999); Richard Rohr with Mike 
Morrell, The Divine Dance: The Trinity and Your 
Transformation (New Kinsington: PA, 2016); Eddie Arthur, 
“The Trinity Doesn’t Dance,” Kouyanet (December 5, 2016), 
Accessed December 10, 2021, https://www.kouya.net/?p=8211. 
Larry Perkins, “The Dance is not Perichoresis,” Northwest 




Father has always sought to increase his kingdom through 
the Son (John 14:6). Therefore, for these reasons, Jesus 
can say that they are one (John 17:11, 21). Each one 
delights in and seeks the good of the other.10 Gregory of 
Nyssa describes it as follows: 
 a revolving circle of glory from like to like. The Son 
 is glorified by the Spirit; the Father is glorified by 
 the Son; again the Son has his glory from the Father; 
 and the Only-begotten thus becomes the glory of the 
 Spirit.11  
 
C. S. Lewis rationally points out that the biblical phrase 
“God is love” has no meaning unless God is at least two 
persons because love is something that one person has for 
another.12 
In the Image of God 
 Genesis 1:26-27 announces that both male and female 
were created in God’s image. The contrast in which humans 
were created, as opposed to the rest of creation, is 
revealing. Genesis chapter one records seven occasions when  
God spoke his directives. All the physical qualities of the 
 
earth, as well as the animal and plant life that populate 
 
it, were made by the power of God’s word; everything was 
__________ 
 
 10. Letham, 9. 
 
 11. Gregory of Nyssa, Dogmatic Treatises, Etc., in 
NPNF2, 5:324. 
 
 12. Lewis, 135-36. 
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spoken into existence. Instead of calling Adam into 
existence, as he had the sun and land and plants, Genesis 
states that “God formed a man from the dust of the ground 
and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life” (Gen. 
2:7). After each aspect of creation was completed, God 
looked at what he had made and “saw that it was good.” 
However, after God breathed life into the pinnacle of 
creation, he saw all that he had made, and it was “very 
good” (Gen. 1:31).  
 It is not until Genesis 2:18 that any indication is 
given concerning creation’s not being good. There, God 
said, “It is not good for the man to be alone. I will make 
a helper suitable for him.” Pulling all the theological 
ties together, one can begin to answer some of the 
questions asked earlier. What does the creative process say 
about God? Why did he create anything at all, and why did 
he create man and woman in his image? God is relational. 
All the creative energies were directed towards Adam and 
Eve, who, having been given the breath of God, were formed 
for God, in his image, for relationship. 
 God, in the Trinity, is relational. Because male and 
female are created in the image of God, it is not good for 
man to be alone. Humans are not meant to be individuals 
fending for themselves. A very distinctive connection has 
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been made between the divine and the human through the 
breath of God.13 Male and female are meant for trinitarian 
communion.14 They are in relationship with each other as 
well as with their creator. “The image of God,” according 
to the creation account, “is set in a context of 
relationality and communion of person.”15 The trinitarian 
circle, then, is not a closed circle in which only the 
members of the triune God revolve around each other. 
Rather, it is an open circle into which one enters through 
faith in the Son and baptism in the name of the Father, the 
Son, and the Spirit—into the life of the Trinity, where he 
or she is graciously included as a partner.16  
 On the seventh day of creation, God ceased from his 
labor and saw that it was very good. He then invited Adam 
into this work by assigning to him the care of the garden  
and the naming of the animals (Gen. 2:15, 19-20.) Thus, the 
first two chapters of Genesis, before the fall in chapter 
 
three, allow one to see the beautiful relationship amongst 
__________ 
 
 13. Harrison, 79. 
 
 14. Bobrinskoy, 59. See also Stephen Seamands, 
Ministry in the Image of God: The Trinitarian Shape of 
Christian Service (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 
2005), 35. 
 
 15. Letham, 464. 
 
  16. Seamands, 12; Letham, 21. 
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the Trinity and the inclusion of humans within that circle. 
The trinitarian language has a primary purpose: communion 
with God.17 
 That purpose is further seen through the lens of the 
New Testament. Jesus prayed in the garden for those who 
would believe in him through the work of his disciples. The 
desire of his prayer was that they be one, just as the 
Father and the Son are one in each other, and that they be 
“in us”; that is, one with the Trinity (John 17:21). One of 
the disciples present during that prayer, Peter, picked up 
on that theme in his second letter:  
 His divine power has given us everything we need for 
 a godly life through our knowledge of him who called 
 us by his own glory and goodness. Through these he has 
 given us his very great and precious promises, so that 
 through them you may participate in the divine 
 nature . . . (2 Peter 1:3-4, emphasis added).  
 
By divine power, one has what is needed to participate in 
the divine nature. This is God’s desire for men and women; 
our vocation as Christians is to share in God’s glory.18  
 However, that trinitarian model is not complete unless 
it is lived out among our fellow Christ-followers. Mark 
Shaw outlines four characteristics of the Trinity: 1) full 
 
equality, 2) glad submission, 3) joyful intimacy, and 
__________ 
 
 17. Seamands, 12. 
 
 18. Ibid.; Letham, 468. 
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4) mutual deference.19 The New Testament suggests that the 
primary place for imitating and putting these traits into 
practice is within the relationships of the church.20  
 Paul’s words encourage Christians, “Do nothing out of 
selfish ambition or vain conceit” (Phil. 2:3). Instead, 
each one, “in humility value others above yourselves, not 
looking to your own interests but each of you to the 
interest of others” (2:4). Christ is identified as the 
perfect example of this behavior. Christ, whose attitude 
was not to “consider equality with God something to be used 
to his own advantage” (full equality), “made himself 
nothing by taking on the very nature of a servant” (glad 
submission, 2:6-7). As a man, he “humbled himself by 
becoming obedient to death” (mutual deference, 2:8). As a 
result, he was exalted above all and given “the name that 
is above every name, that at the name of Jesus every knee 
should bow” (joyful intimacy with the Father, 2:9-10). 
Furthermore, Hebrews 12:2 states that Jesus endured that 
obedience to death “for the joy set before him.”  
 Therefore, his example is presented to his followers 
__________ 
 19. Mark Shaw, Doing Theology with Huck and Jim: 
Parables for Understanding Doctrine (Downers Grove, IL: 
Intervarsity Press, 1993), 62. 
 
 20. Seamands, 38-39. 
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as worthy, even necessary, of imitation. Being in every way 
God, Jesus acted as he did because it is who he is and how 
he has always acted. Christians are to live like that—
looking to the interest of others—because that is what God 
is like.21 To circle around one another is the image of God, 
not to act with self-centeredness in which everything 
revolves around a static, stationary being.22 Because of 
this, the circle is open, and every member of the body (the 
community of Christ) has a role to play.23 It is a role 
graciously given,24 because God is relational. 
 Eternity in the Heart 
 The relationality of God is clear from his trinitarian  
nature. Relationship is seen in the beginning of the Bible,  
at the very end, and everywhere in between. Enoch walked  




 21. Letham, 9. 
 
 22. Keller, 215. 
 
 23. James Thompson, The Church According to Paul: 
Rediscovering the Community Conformed to Christ (Grand 
Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2014), 120. 
 
 24. Matt Carter, “Spiritual Gifts or Ministry Roles? 
Helping Church Members Embrace Their Place in God’s 
Kingdom” (Dissertation, Harding School of Theology, 2017), 
36. Carter gives an excellent discussion on the roles each 
is given within the body of Christ (as opposed to spiritual 




Lord (Gen.6:8). God sought a covenant relationship with 
Abraham and called him friend (Gen. 12:1-3, 15:8; Isa. 
41:8; James 2:23). God met with and spoke to Moses “face to 
face,” as speaking with a friend (Exod. 33:11). All are 
different ways of expressing “relationship.” 
 When it was time for God to carry out his plan of 
bringing himself together with man, he did so “life-on-
life” by entering the story through the incarnate Jesus 
(John 1:14). For three years Jesus walked with, ate with, 
lived with, and taught twelve men in the tight relationship 
of discipleship. The deepness of the relationship God seeks 
and is willing to enter is displayed by Jesus’ weeping over 
the grave of Lazarus (John 11:35). God calls men and women 
of today into that deep relationship of discipleship.  
 On an even more intimate level, his disciples become 
the very body of Jesus, obeying and yielding to Christ, the 
head of the body (1 Cor. 12:27; Eph. 1:22-23; 5:30). The 
intimacy of marriage also describes the relationship 
between Jesus and his followers—the bride of Christ (Rev. 
19:7; Eph. 5:30-32). The two shall be one flesh (Gen. 2:24; 
Eph. 5:31). Jesus calls us to be one with Him and the 
Father—not only one with Jesus and the Father, but also one 
with each other. To this end he prayed in the garden (John 
17:20-21). The relationality of God is clear from his 
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trinitarian nature. His design for man and woman to be 
included in that circle and to have a relationship with him 
is also clear. 
 However, man and woman strayed from the initial 
fellowship they had with God in the beginning when they 
could walk in the garden together during the cool of the 
day (Gen. 3:8). While Paul’s use of the example of Christ 
in Philippians 2 is the goal for that relationship with God 
and others, Adam and Eve fell short of that goal by 
choosing non-trinitarian traits of selfish desires. The 
contrast between the first Adam and the second Adam24 is 
stark. Prompted by the tempter, Adam and Eve gave in to 
their physical nature (Gen. 3:1-12). Instead of the 
faithful, obedient, and self-giving nature of the second 
Adam, the first Adam chose the disobedient, grasping and 
self-interested side of his existence.25 Because the first 
Adam fell short of the glory of God, the trinitarian 
relationship with God was marred.26 From that point forward,  




 24. “Second Adam” is a term used by Letham, 9, 464. 
Paul calls Jesus the last Adam and the second man in 1 Cor. 
15:45-47.  
 
 25. Letham, 9. 
 
 26. Ibid., 464. 
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3:23, 5:12). The Bible is not about the desire of people to 
regain that relationship with God; instead, it is about the 
desire of God to be with people.27 
 Ecclesiastes chapter three is most famous for its 
first eight verses designating a “time for everything.” 
Verse 11 continues the thought by saying that God has made 
everything beautiful in its appropriate time. The same God 
who arranges everything in a timely fashion puts a sense of 
timelessness into the human heart: “He has also set 
eternity in the human heart” (3:11b). According to C. L. 
Seow, God, who places his creation within the bounds of 
time, also places within people that which transcends 
time.28 As mentioned above, a very distinctive connection 
has been made between the divine and the human by God’s 
creating man and woman in his image and placing a bit of 
himself into them through his breath. Sin interrupted the 
communion God had with them; man and woman lost access to 
the tree of life and the constant presence of God (Gen.  




 27. John Ortberg, God Is Closer than You Think: If God 
Is Always with Us, why is He so Hard to Find? (Grand 
Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2005), 13. 
 
 28. C. L. Seow, Ecclesiastes: A New Translation with 
Introduction and Commentary, Anchor Bible, 18C (New York, 
NY: Doubleday, 1997), 162-63. 
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their hearts. While people are limited by time, their 
nature, being created in the image of God, is related to 
eternity.29  
 The theory of progressive revelation proposes a 
gradual unfolding of the purposes and plans of God; while 
not fully known in the beginning, the knowledge of his 
fullness was developed in stages.30 Although eternity was 
placed in human hearts, what to do about it remains unclear 
until one follows God’s trail of progressive revelation. 
Ecclesiastes 3:11 comes into clearer focus when paired with 
Acts 17. Paul spoke to a group of Athenian philosophers in 
the meeting of the Areopagus to enlighten them concerning 
their altar to an unknown God. He contrasted the 
polytheistic views of the day with the Hebraic monotheism, 
the worship of “the Lord of heaven and earth,” who is “the 
God who made the world and everything in it” (Acts 17:24).  




 29. C. F. Keil and F. Delitzsch, Commentary on the Old 
Testament (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1951), accessed 
December 29, 2020, https://biblehub.com/commentaries/kad/ 
ecclesiastes/3.htm.  
 
 30. Herbert Lockyer, All the Doctrines of the Bible: A 
Study and Analysis of Major Bible Doctrines (Grand Rapids, 
MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 1988), 6. See also Koog P. 
Hong, “Elohim, The Elohist, and the Theory of Progressive 
Revelation,” Biblica vol 98, no. 3 (2017): 321-323. Key 
verses of this teaching are Exod. 6:2-3 and Heb. 1:1-2. 
34 
 
first Adam), made all nations to fill the earth; he even 
marked off the boundaries of their lands and set their 
“appointed times in history” (4:26). The climax is God’s 
intentions as revealed by Paul. “God did this so that they 
would seek him and perhaps reach out for him and find him” 
(4:27). The longing and yearning for that beyond the 
temporal, for meaning and purpose, was placed in men and 
women by God himself as he set eternity in people’s hearts 
and arranged their existences in such a way as to prompt 
them to seek answers that lead to him. God did so because 
God is relational and longs to be with his creation.  
 In addition, Scripture reveals that this has been 
God’s plan from before the beginning. It was “God’s 
deliberate plan,” based on his “foreknowledge” of what 
would happen (Acts 2:23, 3:18, 4:28). Though it was not 
completely understood in the Old Testament, through 
progressive revelation one can understand that God was 
preparing the way for Christ to come in the fullness of 
time (Gal. 4:4), revealing “his redemption and revelation 
in ways corresponding to man’s capacities to receive 




 31. J. Barton Payne, The Theology of the Older 




and man could be together again through the sacrificial 
work of the Son.  
 Not only did God speak directly, but he also spoke 
indirectly through that which was created. “The heavens 
declare the glory of God; the skies proclaim the work of 
his hands” (Ps. 19:1). “God’s invisible qualities—his 
eternal power and divine nature—have been clearly seen, 
being understood from what has been made . . .” (Rom. 1:20, 
emphasis added). The creation itself points back to God and 
his divine nature.  
 The breath of life, eternity in human hearts, their 
times and places set, nature itself: These are all part of 
God’s plan. That plan was designed by God and put into 
place with the purpose of triggering questions. The answers 
to these questions would lead one to the second Adam, who 
would lead him or her back into a relationship with the 
triune, relational God. In this relationship, each one can 
be remade in the image of Christ.32 Since the ultimate goal 
of Christianity, salvation, is reunion with him, it will be 
“realized eschatologically in Christ.”33  
__________ 
 
 32. Letham, 470. See the verses that speak of being 
remade in the heavenly image: Rom. 8:29; 2 Cor. 3:18;  
Eph. 4:24; Phil. 3:21; Col. 3:10.  
 
 33. Letham, 464. 
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Freely You Have Received, Freely Give 
 Matthew 10:8 elaborates on the proper response of men 
and women to the divine activity directed towards them. 
Jesus called his disciples, and “he gave them authority to 
drive out impure spirits and heal every disease and 
sickness” (Matt. 10:1, emphasis added). Jesus sent them out 
with instructions to heal, raise the dead, and drive out 
demons. At the end of verse 8, Jesus gave them a simple 
reason: “Freely you have received; freely give.” 
 The implications of the relationality of the Trinity 
are many; however, for the subject of this chapter, one 
must be mentioned. Because God is relational, he gives. It 
has been said that one can give without loving but it is 
impossible to love and not give.34 “For God so loved the 
world that he gave . . .” (John 3:16). In the beginning, 
God gave his image—and all that was created—to humans. Adam 
was given a place to live, a job to do, and a help-meet  
suitable for him in Eve. They were allowed into the circle 
 
of the triune fellowship. 
__________ 
 
 34. Robert Louis Stevenson, "Robert Louis Stevenson 
Quotes," BrainyQuote.com (BrainyMedia Inc, 2020), accessed 
December 30, 2020, https://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/ 
robert_louis_stevenson_160474. The phrase has also been 
attributed to Richard Braunstein and Amy Carmichaal:  
Martin H. Manser, comp., The Westminster Collection of 
Christian Quotations 1st ed. (Louisville, KY: Westminster 
John Knox Press, 2001), 122. 
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 The generosity of God can be seen throughout the pages 
of the Bible. He gave his people leaders, prophets, and a 
land of their own. He gave them his Son to redeem them, and 
all nations (Gen. 12:1-3), to himself. Paul called this 
gift “indescribable” (1 Cor. 9:15) and reasoned that if God 
did not spare his own Son, he would also, “along with him, 
graciously give us all things” (Rom. 8:32). A Christian is 
by grace (a gift), what Christ is by nature: a child of 
God.35  
 In addition to the gift itself—which is God’s 
relational nature in action to breach the relational gap 
caused by sin—God puts into action the trinitarian image of 
himself into his church. In other words, man is not a pawn 
or tool through which God works to accomplish his purpose. 
Instead, man is “privileged to be a part of the 
determination of that purpose.”36 God gives us the gift of 
allowing us to work alongside him once again, but this time  
__________ 
 
 35. Donald Fairbairn, Life in the Trinity: An 
Introduction to Theology with the Help of the Church 
Fathers (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2009), 185.  
 
 36. Ibid., 198. By “determination,” Fairbairn means 
the conclusion of one’s relationship with God. It is not 
determined simply by God or simply by the individual, but 
rather by the individual’s response to all that God has  




in the ministry of reconciliation (2 Cor. 5:17-20).37 This 
mirrors God’s relational nature. He created and freely 
gave. Male and female, created in the image of God, 
redeemed through the work of Christ, being re-created in 
his image and called back into the unity of the trinitarian 
circle, do the same with what they have been given. While 
humans do not have the ability to give what God can, being 
in his image, they do have the ability to give. What should 
be given, and how should it be done?  
 Consider the following examples. When God appeared to 
Moses and commissioned him to lead the descendants of 
Abraham out of Egypt, Moses was frightened and did not want 
to go. God told him to take his brother Aaron with him and 
God would help them and teach them what to do (Exod. 4:12, 
15). When Moses’ father-in-law, Jethro, came to visit him, 
he told Moses to teach God’s decrees and instructions to 
capable men who could shoulder some of the responsibility 
and serve as judges for the people (Exod. 18:17-23). When 
God gave Bezalel and Oholiab the abilities of skilled 
craftsmen, he also gave them “the ability to teach others” 
(Exod. 35:34). When Moses was about to die, he addressed 
__________ 
 
 37. It is interesting to note the language Paul uses 
in this passage. Verse 18 says, “All of this is from God, 
who reconciled us to himself through Christ and gave us the 
ministry of reconciliation” (emphasis added). 
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the people and told them to hold on to the decrees God had 
given him to teach to the people. He told them to keep the 
commands in their hearts, to impress them on their 
children, to talk about them, to tie them as symbols on 
their hand and foreheads, and to write them on their 
doorframes and gates (Deut. 6:1-9).  
 That which was new and unknown beforehand was revealed 
and taught by God. That which had been revealed and taught 
by God was then expected to be handed down to others. 
Because the nature of God is relational, he gives. Men and 
women, created in the image of God, do the same with the 
knowledge, wisdom, and faith, that has been entrusted to 
them. Freely they have received. If one truly follows God’s 
example and is his image-bearer, how can he or she not 
freely give?  
 One of the ways this giving is done is by passing 
knowledge down. Deuteronomy 6:6-7 (referenced above) is 
clear. “These commandments . . . are to be on your hearts. 
Impress them on your children.” The sages used proverbs to 
steer the youth of the community towards wisdom and away 
from the dangers of the fool.38 Wisdom is relational.39 
__________  
 
 38. Dave Bland, Proverbs and the Formation of 
Character (Eugene, OR: Cascade Books, 2015), 5-6. 
  
 39. Ibid., 3. 
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Jesus used the customs of the day to train twelve men 
through the tight relationship of discipleship. Paul 
encouraged Timothy to “entrust to reliable people who will 
also be qualified to teach others” the things he had 
learned from Paul (2 Tim. 2:2).  
 God’s model for relational sharing is clear; yet the  
book of Judges states that a “generation grew up who knew 
neither the Lord nor what he had done for Israel” (Judg. 
2:10). Obviously, the Israelites had not freely given to 
others what had been given to them. They did not hold on to 
their relationship with God, nor did they impress anything 
of him or his commands upon their children. While not quite 
as serious as the Judges reference, today’s churches face 
similar issues. Why are there not more spiritually mature 
Christians who can help lead or guide local congregations? 
Why do churches wait until there is a crisis of leadership, 
or a hole to fill, before they seek spiritual leaders?40 
Unfortunately, the same problem exists in the community of 
the church today that existed in the community of Israel so 
many years ago. Spiritual leaders are failing to pass their 
wisdom, knowledge, and leadership qualities down to those 
coming behind them.  
__________ 
 
 40. Huffard, 5. 
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 As Paul quotes pagan poets to the Athenians (Acts 
17:28), sometimes important insights come from outsiders.  
 Don't take for granted the love this life gives you. 
 When you get where you're goin’  
 Don't forget, turn back around 
 And help the next one in line.41  
 
Christians have freely received. May Christians freely 
give. 
Summary 
 The very nature of the Trinity indicates that God is 
relational. The primary purpose of the trinitarian language 
is not only communion within the Godhead, but communion 
with God. Male and female, created in his image, are also 
relational. People are created for relationship with God 
and fellow humans. God welcomed Adam and Eve into the 
circle of the Trinity and gave them a role to fill. Because 
the first Adam fell short of the glory of God, the 
relationship with God in the beginning was marred. However, 
the relational nature of God seeks to restore that 
communion. The longing and yearning in human beings for  
that beyond the temporal, for meaning and purpose, was  
placed in them by God as he set eternity in their hearts  
 
and arranged their lives in such a way as to stimulate them 
__________ 
 
 41. Tim McGraw, “Humble and Kind,” track 11 on Damn 




to ask questions. The answers to these questions would lead 
the questioners to the second Adam who, would lead them 
back into a relationship with the triune, relational God. 
There, each man and woman is remade in the image of Christ 
and mirrors God’s relational nature. He created and freely 
gave. Those who are created in the image of God, redeemed 
through the work of Christ, re-created in his image, called 
back into the unity of the trinitarian circle through the 
Son, in turn give what they have been given. The relational 
nature of men and women came from God, along with the 
sharing of knowledge, wisdom, and abilities. Mentoring is 
an active way to incorporate the God-given mandate to share 
in the relational nature given to men and women. This 
mirrors God’s relational nature. Thus, “theology” and 














An Application of Theology 
 
 
Scientific Research and Personal Observations 
 How does one take a theology of relationship and put 
it into applicational practice? That is the task of this 
project. Keith Anderson and Randy Reese define mentoring as 
“a triadic relationship between mentor, adolescent, and the 
Holy Spirit.”1 Immediately, the trinitarian language of 
relationship discussed in Chapter 2 comes into play. 
However, there is much behind this simple definition that 
needs to be understood. There is God’s will to consider, as 
well as the adolescent’s need and the mentor’s role in the 
process.  
 Much progress has been made in the study of mentoring 
relationships. While the term “mentor” comes from a 
character in Homer’s Odyssey2 and is not found in Scripture, 
the concept of mentoring is throughout its pages. Among the 
mentor and protégé pairs mentioned are Moses and Joshua 
(Exod. 24:12), Naomi and Ruth (Ruth 2:22—3:18), Elijah and  
 
Elisha (2 Kings 2:1-12), Jesus and his disciples (Matt. 
__________  
 
 1. Keith R. Anderson and Randy D. Reese, Spiritual 
Mentoring: A Guide for Seeking and Giving Direction 
(Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1999), 12. 
 
 2. DuBois and Karcher, 2. 
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10:1-8), Barnabas and Paul (Acts 9:26-31, 11:25-26), and 
Paul with Timothy and Titus (1 Tim. 1:2; 2 Tim. 2:2; Titus 
1:4).3 However, the research has not been based on these.  
 The research has shown that positive mentoring 
relationships contribute to better self-esteem, 
improvements in problem behaviors, and favorable outcomes 
in educational endeavors and the workplace, as well as 
psychological and physical wellness.4 While the concept of 
mentoring has been around for ages and has experienced a 
surge in popularity for the past 30 years,5 it has only been 
in the last decade that research was first published 
concerning faith-based mentoring initiatives.6 Jason Lanker 
and Klaus Issler found that “non-parental relationships 
during adolescence have been connected with long-term  





 3. Chiroma, 76.  
 
 4. Ibid, 74; Lanker, “Life-Long Guides,” 32. 
 
 5. Walker, 510. Walker wrote in 2005 concerning the 
previous fifteen years. Much has been added to the 
information in the fifteen years since his writing.  
 
 6. Maton, et al. 382; Lanker, “Life-Long Guides,” 31. 
 
 7. Jason Lanker and Klaus Dieter Issler, “The 
Relationship between Natural Mentoring and Spirituality in 
Christian Adolescents,” The Journal of Youth Ministry 9, 
no. 1 (January 1, 2010): 96. 
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spiritually mature consistently pointed to mentors as 
“essential to their spirituality.”8 A separate study of six 
years of spiritual autobiographies from 500 students of a 
university in Seattle showed that “without a single 
exception, students told stories from their own lives that 
underscored the power of mentoring and accountability in 
their faith story.”9 In addition, Chiroma has found that 
mentoring has played a significant role in an adolescent’s 
spiritual formation in the areas of discipleship, spiritual 
direction, imitation, modeling, and walking alongside other 
adolescents.10 
 The most beneficial type of mentoring has been shown 
to be the natural mentor. According to Anastasia, this 
would be a mentor from a natural connection, in a 
community-based setting, with developmental intent (NCD 
mentoring type).11 Lanker adopts the following definition 
for this type of mentoring: 
  non-parental adults, such as extended family members, 
 teachers or neighbors, from whom a young person 




 8. Lanker and Issler, 96. 
 
 9. Lanker, “The Family of Faith,” 269. 
 
 10. Chiroma, 73. 
 
 11. Anastasia, 39-40. 
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 relationship developed without the help of a program 
 specially designed to connect with youth and adults to 
 form such a relationship.12 
 
Research has shown that the natural mentoring relationship 
described here is more beneficial in a faith-based 
community because 1) another program does not need to be 
developed or maintained, 2) formal, or assigned, mentoring 
relationships show little impact on adolescents, and  
3) natural mentoring relationships rely on familial 
connections with others.13  
 However, despite the overwhelming benefits of a 
mentor, the research also points to a severe break between 
non-parental adults and youth. According to research 
conducted by Chap Clark, the breakdown between youth and 
adults began as early as the first few decades of the 
twentieth century.14 This separation has come as a result of 
adolescents feeling abandoned by the adult world, and 
callous walls erected to protect themselves from more hurt. 
Adults see this defense as “genuine hardness and 
indifference,” which causes fear in the hearts of adults 
that leads to further distance. This distance is in turn 
__________ 
 
 12. Lanker, “The Family of Faith,” 268. 
 
 13. Ibid., 268-69. 
  
 14. Chap Clark, Hurt 2.0: Inside the World of Today’s 
Teenagers (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2011), 45. 
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seen by youth as additional abandonment and a lack of care 
for them. Thus, the vicious cycle continues.15 In a sense, 
local congregations find themselves in a similar situation 
as the Israelites did many years ago, when a generation 
arose that neither knew God nor what he had done for them 
(Judg. 2:10). We have failed to give freely what we have 
received and pass down our wisdom, knowledge, and faith to 
our children. We have failed to allow them to see our faith 
at work. 
 Jesus asked a very sobering question in Luke’s gospel. 
After sharing the parable of the persistent widow with his 
disciples, he asked, “When the Son of Man comes, will he 
find faith on the earth?” (Luke 18:8). John Westerhoff 
asked that question of our children and youth.16 When the 
Son of Man comes, he will no doubt find religion, 
institutions, creeds, and educational systems set up to 
teach biblical doctrines; but will he find faith?17 The 
adults of the past few generations have left the youth of 
the church to specialists who have taught Bible stories, 
doctrine, and religion instead of living out God’s will in  
__________ 
 
 15. Clark, 53. 
 
 16. Westerhoff, 21-23. 
 
 17. Ibid. 
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trinitarian relationship with them. Faith cannot be taught. 
It cannot be given to one another. One can only increase 
his or her own faith, act in faith, and live in faith. 
Faith can be expressed. It can transform lives, and it can 
be made meaningful by men and women who share their faith 
within a community of faith.18 However, the absence of 
relationships between adolescents and adults, created by a 
neglect of following our “created in the image of God” 
relational nature, has slowed spiritual development and 
maturity to a near halt in many of our churches. 
 While the dilemma may sound discouraging, the 
trinitarian image deep within each of us still longs for 
relationship. Despite the separation described above, it is 
important to note that youth long for meaningful 
relationships with adults19 who can help them answer 
questions such as “Why are we here?”20 and provide a 
positive mirror from which to view themselves,21 thus, 
enabling them to discover their own unique identity.22 They  
__________ 
 18. Westerhoff, 23. 
 
 19. Clark, 38; Lanker, “The Family of Faith,” 268 
 
 20. Chiroma, 79. 
 
 21. Lanker and Issler, 95.  
  
 22. Lanker, “The Family of Faith,” 267. 
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need and want adult mentors guiding them along the journey 
to adulthood as they struggle with faith and their 
relationship with God.23 Not only do they deeply desire 
these relationships, but they also exhibit a greater 
acceptance of the exploration of and connection to their 
spiritual nature when such relationships are present in 
their lives.24 
 Working with youth both full and part time as a 
minister for over 25 years, I have personally witnessed all 
the above. I have seen and heard firsthand the distrust and 
abandonment, as well as the seemingly contradictory plea 
for the rescue of meaningful relationships guiding young 
people towards a deeper understanding of their spiritual 
being. While I did not completely comprehend it at the 
time, I have also seen how this gap in relational 
experiences has severely weakened the spiritual maturity 
and leadership of Christ’s church. Though a small solution 
in comparison to the problem at hand, the project being 
described in this dissertation seeks to span that 





 23. Chiroma, 80. 
 




 This project began as an assignment in 7580 Leadership 
Development.25 The original design for that assignment, and 
the trial run for this project, was to mentor four adult 
counselors from the Camp Tahkodah Retreat who would in turn 
mentor the young men in their respective cabins at camp. 
The focus was level B of Huffard’s LeaderLoop model26 (fig. 
1). As mentioned in Chapter 1, the LeaderLoop model 
proposes a path of moving individuals from passive 
followers to active followers, then to leaders, and finally 





 25. Evertt Huffard, 7580 Leadership Development, 
Harding School of Theology, Spring 2019. 
 
 26. Huffard, “LeaderLoop,” 18. 
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role in the project was to serve as a mentor at level D and 
help my adult counselors move into leadership roles, not 
only at the retreat, but also within their respective 
congregations. Further, I had hoped that the counselors 
would help the active young members who attended the 
retreat to move into leadership roles among their peers. 
 Since the LeaderLoop model has been an integral part 
of this project, it would be appropriate to discuss its 
significance and strategy. I entered the Doctor of Ministry 
program with 2 Timothy 2:2 as the backbone of my goals. 
Paul told Timothy, “And the things you have heard me say in 
the presence of many witnesses entrust to reliable people 
who will also be qualified to teach others.” After 25 years 
of ministry, I wanted to help train those coming along 
behind me to do what I had been trained to do. While 
Huffard’s work neither quotes nor references 2 Timothy 2:2, 
I see the LeaderLoop as a working model of that verse. 
Huffard defines “followers” as baptized believers who 
attend worship but lack fellowship with other believers 
through Bible class, or small groups, and exercise little 
to no spiritual disciplines. They have “said ‘yes’ to Jesus 




 27. Huffard, “LeaderLoop,” 25.  
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is a baptized believer, worships regularly, has a close 
relationship with God through disciplines, uses his or her 
spiritual gift(s) in at least one ministry, and takes some 
responsibility for fellow believers. Active followers have 
said “yes” to Jesus as well as to the church and are good 
followers willing to serve.28 “Leaders” are baptized 
believers who are actively involved in the mission of the 
church. They have followers as they take responsibility for 
a ministry. They give of themselves, bear burdens, and can 
manage conflict.29  
 The question Huffard raises is this: “What can be done 
to help passive followers of Christ become more active, and 
active followers to become leaders?”30 Among Churches of 
Christ, most would view the leadership of an elder as the 
apex of Christian maturity and authority. Huffard rightly 
affirms that this place belongs only to Christ and suggests 
that leaders should begin to serve as “spiritual guides 
leading others to where they have been.”31 Huffard points 
out that the letters shown in the model above (A-D) are  
__________ 
 
 28. Huffard, “LeaderLoop,” 31. 
 
 29. Ibid., 41. 
 
 30. Ibid., 2, 50. 
 
 31. Ibid., 50-51. 
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processes and not positions. The vertical axis represents 
the level of stress as one travels along the diagonal. The 
horizontal axis represents the increased strategic 
endeavors needed to move along the continuum from one 
process to the next.32 When leaders can turn their focus 
towards mentoring followers to become active or to become 
leaders, “a process begins that can replicate itself (a 
loop).”33 As one can see from the diagram, the highest level 
of stress and strategy occurs during process C. It can be 
so high, in fact, that few leaders are brave enough to 
attempt the curve. There is a very real reason for that 
stress. 
 Consider the diagram below (fig. 2).34 The average size 
of Churches in Christ in the United States is just under 
100 members.35 To make percentages easier, consider a 
congregation of 100 members. The Pareto Principle would  




 32. Huffard, “LeaderLoop,” 12, 29. 
  
 33. Ibid., 12. 
 
 34. Ibid., 27. 
 
 35. “Churches of Christ in the United States: 
Statistical Summary by State/Territory,” compiled by Carl 






the work.36 The burden of church work (ministry, worship, 
finances, education, benevolence, community involvement, 
facility up-keep, etc.) falls to the 20 percent who are 
leaders and possibly to a few of the active followers. Who  




 36. Kennon L. Callahan, Small, Strong Congregations: 
Creating Strengths and Health for Your Congregation (San 









X = Leaders 
Y = Active Followers 
Z = Passive Followers 
F = Future brothers/sisters 
Pareto Principle (From Vilfredo Pareto) 
Average Church in America 
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then have to do even more to keep up, programmatically, 
with the increased membership if they did? When only 20 
leaders carry the burden of a church’s work, “all of their 
energies are consumed by the church itself.”37 How, then,  
could they possibly spare extra time to mentor others 
towards spiritual maturity? In the same congregation with 
these overworked Christians, there sit fifty to eighty 
potential workers for God’s kingdom. When this dilemma is 
combined with the lack of spiritual relationships between 
the adults and the youth of the congregation growing up in 
this environment, what message does this environment send 
to the youth of the congregation? The need is indeed great. 
As it currently stands, the church is fighting a losing 
battle unless the tide is turned.  
 Where does one begin to turn that tide? Huffard 
suggests that it begins with the leaders and their focus on 
leadership. The LeaderLoop model “assumes that the 
development of emerging leaders in a church begins with 
leaders mentoring followers to become active followers and 
leaders.”38  




 37. Huffard, “LeaderLoop,” 27. 
 
 38. Ibid., 11. 
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First, by leaders, I do not mean elders, deacons, or other 
roles to be filled in the ecclesiastical structure. While 
they are indeed leaders, or should be, they are not the 
only leaders in the local congregation. For this project, I 
have adopted Huffard’s definition of spiritual leadership 
as “unseen influence.”39 Clinton takes the same approach but 
expands the definition by saying that “leadership is a 
dynamic process in which a man or woman with God-given 
capacity influences a specific group of God’s people toward 
his purposes for the group.”40 This goes far beyond any role 
or responsibility one might have in a congregational 
setting. It also agrees with the statement of the problem 
presented in Chapter 1. Christ’s church is not lacking 
elders, deacons, or even ministers; it is lacking people of 
spiritual leadership and maturity.  
 In connection with these definitions, a study of 
biblical leadership based on the language of the New 
Testament showed that there was no “one-on-one correlation 




 39. Evertt Huffard, Class Lecture Notes, Spiritual 
Leadership, Harding School of Theology, Memphis, Fall, 
2018. 
 
 40. Clinton, 25. 
English word leader.”41 The Greek words that have been  
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translated “leader” fall into two semantic fields.41 One 
carries the meaning of “govern,” while the other carries 
the meaning of “guide.”42 The study concluded that the words 
translated “leader” or “leadership” in the New Testament do 
not have any “clear connection to the semantic field 
associated with ‘control,’ or ‘the exercise of power and 
authority.’”43 This semantic meaning is emphasized in that 
Jesus clearly told his disciples not to “lord it over” or 
“exercise authority over” others as the rulers of the 
Gentiles.44 We would do well to heed this double warning.  
 Second, while the LeaderLoop model suggests that the  
emergence of future leaders begins with current leaders 
navigating the curve into mentoring the followers behind 
them, I would suggest that Christians do not have to be  
leaders45 (in process C in the LeaderLoop model) to mentor 
__________ 
 
 41. Robert Wayne Stacy, “A Concept Study: Leadership 
in New Testament Greek,” in Biblical Leadership: Theology 
for the Everyday Leader, ed. Benjamin K Forrest, and Chet 
Roden (Grand Rapids, MI: Kregel Publications, 2017), 289. 
 
 42. Ibid., 294. 
 
 43. Ibid., 303.  
 
 44. Matt. 20:25-26. 
 
 45. The term “leader,” in the common sense of the word 
among Churches of Christ, would refer to elders, deacons, 
and ministers. Huffard recognizes that leaders are not 
limited to these roles. Instead, they are people with 
spiritual influence. Huffard, “LeaderLoop,” 4. 
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someone through a process they themselves have recently 
journeyed. Passive followers can be mentored by active 
followers who have made great strides in becoming active. 
Even baptized believers can work with someone who has yet 
to be baptized by encouraging them with words and actions 
they themselves found encouraging. In other words, the 
curve towards mentoring does not have to wait for process C 
to begin. 
 Huffard is correct in pointing out that the phases and 
processes of the LeaderLoop model are developmental and 
sequential in nature.46 There is a natural maturation 
process that takes place along the way.47 This is why Paul 
encouraged Timothy not to allow recent converts to be 
appointed as elders (1 Tim. 3:6). In addition, while there 
is not an expectation from Scripture that all followers of 
Jesus will assume leadership roles, there is a calling for 
each follower of Jesus towards maturity and spiritual 
influence.48 This is the will of God that not only each 
member but also each adolescent needs to consider in living 
the Christian life. The formation of Christlikeness in our 
__________ 
  
 46. Ibid., 11. 
 
 47. Ibid., 40.  
 
 48. Huffard, “LeaderLoop,” 41. 
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lives is God’s will for each person in relationship with 
him.49  
 Consider Paul’s admonition to the church in 
Thessalonica.  
 Now we ask you, brothers and sisters, to acknowledge 
 those who work hard among you, who care for you in the 
 Lord and who admonish you. Hold them in the highest 
 regard in love because of their work. Live in peace 
 with each other. And we urge you, brothers and 
 sisters, warn those who are idle and disruptive, 
 encourage the disheartened, help the weak, be patient 
 with everyone. Make sure that nobody pays back wrong 
 for wrong, but always strive to do what is good for 
 each other and for everyone else (1 Thess. 5:12-15). 
 
There is a distinction in this passage between leaders 
(those who work hard and admonish others), who are to be 
regarded in love because of their work, and active 
followers who are to warn the idle, encourage the 
disheartened, and help the weak (passive followers).  
 After presenting this passage to the four men who 
helped with my initial project, the response was eye-  
opening. Each one quickly realized that, within the 
organizational model of the church, we have things very 
 
backwards. The church has misconceived notions of what 
biblical leadership is. Not only do leaders have an 
enormous burden to do eighty percent of the congregational 
work, but they also have placed on them responsibilities 
__________ 
 
 49. Chiroma, 77. 
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that have been biblically given to the active disciples of 
Jesus. 
 With this biblical appeal aimed towards the active 
followers of the local congregation, it would be fitting 
to add another arrow to Huffard’s LeaderLoop model (fig. 
3). Certainly, the cycle must begin with the leaders who 
initiate a deliberate shift in the current pattern of 
church culture. However, if the leaders do a good job, how 
can the benefits of mentoring not be passed down to active 




 Much study and research have taken place since the 
initial project described above was completed in April of 
2019. That study and research, some of which is outlined 
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above, has led to several realizations and modifications of 
the project.  
 The original project was limited to the actual time 
spent at the retreat, which was only a weekend. This is not 
nearly enough time for a mentoring relationship to develop 
and reap long-term positive results. For the best results, 
natural, non-parental mentoring relationships should be at 
least twelve to eighteen months in length.50 According to 
Lanker, it may take up to six months before the adolescent 
is ready to accept the relationship and trust the mentor.51 
Mentoring is, indeed, “a slow and deep work.”52 Because of 
this, I had to devise a solution that allowed the mentor to 
have much more time with his mentee.  
 The initial project concentrated on the efforts of the 
mentor to influence his entire cabin (spending less time  
with more people). This, too, had to change as the very 
concept of mentoring involves one-on-one, life-on-life, 





 50. Anastasia, 42. 
 
 51. Lanker, “Life-Long Guides,” 35. 
 
 52. Randy D. Reese and Robert Loane, Deep Mentoring: 
Guiding Others on Their Leadership Journey (Downers Grove, 
IL: IVP Books, 2012), 16, 45. 
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towards mentoring, one must strategically spend more time 
with fewer people.53  
 The initial project focused on one level of the 
LeaderLoop model, specifically level B. That focus had to  
shift if I wanted to develop spiritual maturity. Instead of 
looking at one level, the active followers, I needed to 
help the men I was working with see the whole concept and 
what part each person plays in the process. This gave them 
not only a better understanding of our over-arching 
ambitions, but also a personal goal to reach in their 
unique contributions to God’s kingdom.  
 In addition, Clinton’s material from The Making of a 
Leader and the leadership emergence theory helped them to 
see 1) how God has been working in their lives to bring 
them to the place they are and 2) how others have shaped 
and influenced their lives for God and for good.54 The  
project had to be expanded to include the big picture, or 
the men would be left wondering if their involvement had 
any true meaning. 




 53. Huffard, “LeaderLoop,” 54.  
 
 54. “All leaders can point to critical incidents in 
their lives where God taught them something very 
important.” Clinton, 39. 
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leadership led me towards a developmental project that 
focused on empowerment instead of preparing young men to 
fill ecclesiastical roles. One of the concerns raised by 
Reese and Loane was how we can “better participate with God 
in the work of leadership formation.”55 One way is to gain a 
better understanding of what biblical leadership is. Since 
the Greek words in the New Testament translated “leader” or 
“leadership” have the semantic meaning of “guide” instead 
of “rule” or “govern,”56 we can see that the leadership role 
is that of a guide: one who has gone before us, faithfully 
and honestly, and who can help us navigate the paths 
ahead.57 To “rule” or “govern” does not honor the 
trinitarian, relational nature innate in men and women 
created in the image of God.  
 The project had to be adjusted from its initial  
concept to meet the needs of today’s youth; they need wise 
men and women willing to become guides. A guide cannot lead 






 55. Reese and Loane, 21. 
 
 56. See discussion of semantic fields of NT words 
above, 56-57. 
 
 57. Reese and Loane, 23. 
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words, the journey must be shared.58 That is “life-on-life,” 
which is how our children learn about faith. Leadership is 
not about rising to the top; it is about ensuring the 
mission of God continues. 
 The last aspect of the project I had to reconsider was 
my own role in the process. Using the greatest commands and 
the great commission, David T. Olsen developed six 
leadership styles. These are based on the different 
combinations possible from the areas of spirituality, 
chemistry, and strategy.59 According to Olson’s leadership 
styles and a survey taken on February 3, 2019, I am a 
sacred leader who encourages others to grow deeper in their 
relationship with God.60 It is something I do on a regular 
basis regardless of my ministry context.   
 Psychologist Don Clifton recognized that what all  
leaders have in common is that each one knows his or her  
 




 58. Ibid.  
 
 59. David T. Olson, Discovering Your Leadership Style: 
The Power of Chemistry, Strategy and Spirituality (Downers 
Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2014). 
 
 60. Ibid., 93. 
 
 61. Tom Rath, Strengths Based Leadership: Great 
Leaders, Teams, and Why People Follow (New York: Gallup 
Press, 2008), 13. 
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people,62 and the Clifton StrengthsFinder® was born. This 
evaluation tool allows men and women to assess their top 
strengths—out of thirty-four themes grouped into four 
domains of leadership.63 After completing a StrengthsFinder® 
survey on February 6, 2019, it was determined that one of 
my top five strengths is being a developer. The developer 
is someone who recognizes and develops potential in 
others.64 I am always looking for ministry tasks that I can 
plug people into and vice versa. This has been one of my 
most rewarding works throughout my years of ministry. It 
often calls me to be more of a teacher, coach, or mentor 
rather than the loner who does everything himself.  
 With these unique qualities given to me by God, I have 
been able to see that the problems existing in many rural 
congregations today are not because of a lack of people to 
fill the roles. Instead, there is a lack of spiritually 
mature leaders who invest in developing followers into 
active followers and active followers into leaders. 
Investing means that we pay attention to and honor the work 
God is already doing in the lives of men and women around  
__________ 
 62. Rath, 239.  
 
 63. Ibid., 24.  
 
 64. Ibid., 155.  
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us.65 Not only is mentoring a “slow and deep work,” but it 
is also a work of paying attention.66    
 The men I chose to invite into this project were 
recognized as active followers and leaders in their 
respective congregations. They were well respected and 
liked by the attendees of the retreat. As a sacred leader 
(according to Olson), with the strength of a developer 
(according to Clifton), I wanted to spend more time with 
these men. I wanted to help them move towards their 
spiritual potential and increase their sphere of spiritual 
influence, while at the same time beginning to span the 
relational gap between adolescents and adults.  
 The initial designs of this project included a 
leadership class taught at the retreat for fifteen- to 
eighteen-year-old males.67 That will continue to take place; 
but, for this project to have any effect on young men’s 
lives, someone will have to maintain a regular relationship 
with them. I cannot do that on an annual basis. Therefore, 
the emphasis had to shift greatly, making the adult males 
who will be nearby throughout the year become the natural  
mentors in their lives. 
__________ 
 65. Reese and Loane, 21.  
 
 66. Ibid., 45. 
  
 67. See Chapter 1, “Methodology,” 10-11. 
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The Mentoring Group 
 
  Based on the above research and reconsiderations of 
the initial project, I chose six men who were active 
followers or leaders in their respective congregations.  
These men were highly respected by all the adult counselors 
at the retreat and looked up to by the adolescent 
attendees. Instead of asking these men to work with youth 
from multiple congregations while at the retreat, I asked 
them to pray about and seek out one youth each from their 
local congregations who displayed spiritual potential.  
 The young man did not have to be in any certain level 
within the LeaderLoop model. It could be a teen who had 
shown interest in becoming a Christian but had not yet made 
the step of becoming a baptized believer. It could be a 
teen who was baptized but was not active or involved in any 
activities of the congregation or youth group. The young 
man could have been very active, showing leadership 
qualities within the congregation and among his peers. 
Based on the research, the young man also needed to feel a 
natural connection to the mentor. This was vital as Clinton 
points out that attraction and responsiveness to the mentor 
are the two most important dynamics of the relationship.68  
__________ 
  
 68. Clinton and Clinton, 14-22. 
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 The long-term goal of this project is to raise the  
spiritual maturity of the young men in rural congregations. 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, assessment can be difficult 
because intangible qualities such as spiritual influence 
and leadership are difficult to measure. For that reason, I 
tried to set a more tangible goal for our group. That goal 
was to move the mentee one phase along the LeaderLoop model 
continuum. Regardless of where that mentee was on the 
diagram, could the mentor successfully guide him to the 
next level of spiritual maturity?  
 Mentor 1 chose to work with a sixteen-year-old with no 
male influence in his home. He is a baptized believer and 
is active in his local congregation. He is at level B in 
the LeaderLoop. The goal of Mentor 1 is to lead this young 
man into a leadership role among his peers at church.  
 Mentor 2 is working with an eighteen-year-old baptized 
believer who has little to no involvement in his home 
congregation. He is at level A in the LeaderLoop. This 
young man has agreed to be involved but has not kept his 
word. Mentor 2 wants to hold this young man accountable and 
help him make that step into active membership.  
 Mentor 3 is working with an eighteen-year-old who is a  
well-established member of the youth group and an active 
member of the congregation. The goal is for this young man 
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to take a step forward and act upon his natural leadership 
qualities to be a positive spiritual influence on his 
peers. He is being guided along the path from level B to 
level C in the LeaderLoop model.  
 The fourth mentor of the group is a mature young man 
who just graduated from college and is now in graduate 
school. According to the LeaderLoop model, he would be at 
level B. However, he wants to take the next step towards 
leadership. He was actively involved in a men’s devotional 
group throughout college and now wants to help those behind 
him the way he was helped. Mentor 4 is working with another 
college student, though a couple of years younger, who is 
at level A in the LeaderLoop. The goal is to help him move 
from level A to level B.  
 Mentor 5 is working with a young man who turned 
nineteen during the mentoring process. He is a baptized 
believer who is still living at home with his parents. 
Mentor 5 has helped this young man take the first step into 
active membership by helping him lead his very first public 
prayer. He now voluntarily offers to lead public prayer and 
because of that small success, is willing to learn more.  
 The last mentor, Mentor 6, is working with a fifteen-
year-old. He is the son of a minister but has not yet been 
baptized. He has had some traumatic experiences as a 
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“preacher’s kid” and is very slow to trust the “religious” 
adults of the church. The goal of Mentor 6 is to work with 
this young man and help him become a baptized believer, 
therefore moving him into level A of the LeaderLoop model.  
 The men described above form the mentoring group I 
have asked to participate in this project. Since the onset 
of the Covid-19 pandemic in mid-March of 2020 has greatly 
affected the retreat and personal interaction, my 
involvement with these men had to be adjusted. We had hoped 
to meet for a brainstorming session at the retreat in April 
of 2020. That meeting had to be cancelled due to the virus. 
All one-on-one personal correspondence with non-family 
members was also shut down because of the virus. I received 
approval to proceed with my project conducted on Zoom in 
late March of 2020. After completing a revised prospectus 
and receiving permission to proceed from the Institutional 
Review Board, I was able to start meeting with my mentoring 
group in August of 2020.  
 Since we were unable to meet for the retreat, and 
since my interaction with the teens of the retreat was 
limited, the emphasis was placed on meeting with the adult 
male counselors of the retreat. Each of these men could 
then choose a mentee from his local congregation to work 
with on a regular basis. Because of this, the retreat 
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simply became the ministry context which allowed these 
mentoring relationships to flourish instead of the actual 
place of relational interaction. I adopted Paul’s method of 
ministry from his third missionary journey by teaching from 
a central location (Acts 19:8-10), via Zoom, and I used  
2 Timothy 2:269 as a guide for my mentoring sessions with 
the men. I developed nine sessions, each lasting one and 
one-half hours in length, including time for discussion and 
interaction. The sessions are discussed below. 
The Mentoring Sessions 
 As much as I would have liked to meet in person and 
face-to-face, I am grateful for the avenue of Zoom and 
digital conferences. I am also grateful for the permission 
I received to proceed using the video conference. Without 
it, this project could not have happened until after the 
effects of Covid-19 had subsided.70  
 The first meeting took place on Sunday night, August 
23, 2020. It was decided that we would meet each Sunday 




 69. Paul encouraged Timothy to teach and mentor 
faithful men/young men who would, in turn, teach/mentor 
others. 
 
 70. At the time of this writing, Covid-19 is still 
going strong (January 2021). 
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with a prayer for God’s blessings on our efforts, included 
a “theological reflection” time relevant to our mission, 
instruction (or information) relevant to our mission, 
concluded with questions and/or further discussion, and 
closed with another prayer. A tenth session was added to 
allow collaboration between participants concerning their 
progress and their mentoring practices.  
 Session one introduced the project by stating the 
problem I see many of our rural congregations are facing.71 
My personal goal for this project (2 Timothy 2:2) was 
introduced as a way of addressing that problem. Huffard’s 
LeaderLoop model was introduced, and each aspect of the 
diagram was discussed. The common views of “leaders” among 
Churches of Christ were discussed. We acknowledged that 
according to those views, not a single member of the group 
was a leader because the common conception is that leaders 
are elders. The following question was introduced: How can 
we make the transition to mentoring if we are not in the 
position to make it?  
 The distinction between leaders and active followers 
found in 1 Thessalonians 5:12-14 was discussed, bringing 
proper perspective to the supposed quandary mentioned  
__________ 
 71. See Chapter 1, “Statement of the Problem,” 1.  
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above. The fact that we are not leaders according to the 
common views of most Churches of Christ does not mean that 
we have no leadership. I then shared with them my views: 
The LeaderLoop is a visual model of 2 Timothy 2:2; and it 
is not just the leader’s role to mentor others—anyone can 
do that with someone else in the process behind them. Each 
member was asked to meet the challenge of elevating the 
spiritual maturity of the teen with whom he would be 
working with. The specifics of picking a mentor and what to 
do with him were rehearsed, and a deadline of the end of 
the year (20 weeks) was given to reach our goals.  
 I realized that the amount of time given was well 
below the recommended time frames of successful mentoring 
relationships.72 Because of this, I encouraged each mentor 
to continue the relationship after the end of the year. 
Regardless of whether the goal had been reached, the 
deadline of January 1, 2021, was simply a point in time in 
which assessment for the project needed to begin. 
 Session two began with an expanded discussion of 
leadership based on my statement of the problem. A church 
can survive without those viewed as leaders: elders, 
deacons, or ministers. A church, however, cannot survive  
__________ 
 72. Anastasia, 42; Lanker, “Life-Long Guides,” 35. 
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without spiritually mature men who can lead that church 
through difficult times. The emphasis of session two was 
this: What is spiritual leadership, and why is it 
important? I introduced the definition of spiritual 
leadership—“unseen  influence”73—and contrasted that 
definition with the common misconception that leadership 
has to do with authority.  
 We recognized that all of us are where we are in our 
spiritual journey because of spiritual leadership in our 
lives—leadership that did not come from elders or 
ministers. A diagram of the average church (see figure 2, 
page 54) was introduced; and, using the Pareto Principle, 
we quickly saw the need for a greater effort towards 
spiritual leadership in the local churches. We concluded 
with a theological reflection on how one person (Andrew) 
changed the world by introducing his brother (Peter) to 
Christ.74 
 In session three, after a quick review of the previous 
__________ 
 
 73. Huffard, Spiritual Leadership. 
 
 74. When one considers that it was Peter who preached 
the first gospel sermon that began the church as we know it 
today, that it was Peter who taught Cornelius and opened 
the door for the gospel to be brought to Gentiles, then one 
can appreciate the simplicity, yet magnitude, of Andrew’s 
small role of bringing Peter to Jesus. Connect the 
following passages to see the full picture: John 1:35-42; 
Acts 2:14-41, 10:1-48. 
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two sessions, we spent time on two separate theological 
reflections. The first had to do with the underlying theme 
of the Bible. The participants were asked what they  
considered it to be. Several answers were given, including 
redemption, reconciliation, forgiveness, salvation, and  
love. I shared how all these themes stem from the main 
theme that covers all others: relationships. As discussed 
in Chapter 2, the triune God is relational; and everything 
he does flows from that relational nature. The greatest 
commands of “love God” and “love your neighbor as yourself” 
(Matt. 22:37-40) stem from a relational God who, having 
created us in his image, shows us how to be in relation 
with him and other men and women. The Ten Commandments can 
be broken down into the same two categories of loving God 
and loving our neighbor (Exod. 20:-17).75 Simply put, the 
Bible is all about relationships. It is through that 
powerful dynamic that influence (either good or bad, 
spiritual or worldly) is exercised. The relationship is the 
key.  
 That discussion led into the next, which focused on 
 
Moses’ encounter with God at the burning bush (Exod. 3:1— 
__________ 
 
 75. The first four commands deal with loving God and 
how to be in relation with him. The last six deal with 
loving our neighbor and how to be in relationship with him 
or her.  
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4:17). We looked at the excuses Moses gave to God and his 
request for God to send someone else to free the 
Israelites. We then asked what this passage says about  
developing leaders.76 Not only does the encounter between 
   
God and Moses tell us much about how God works in our 
lives, but it can also give us some insight about how 
leaders can try to work in others’ lives.   
 Sessions four and five introduced the men of the group 
to the work of Robert Clinton and his Leadership Emergence 
Theory, which can be stated as follows:  
 God develops a leader over a lifetime. That 
 development is a function of the use of events and 
 people to impress leadership lessons upon a leader 
 (processing), time, and leader response.77  
 
As a formula, it was presented to the group as P+T+R=SI.78 
 Session four began with a reflection on Hebrews 13:7-
8, which is a call to remember our leaders, consider the 
outcome of their way of life, and imitate their faith. We  
do this because “Jesus Christ is the same yesterday and 
 




 76. Evertt Huffard, Class Lecture Notes, Leadership 
Development, Harding School of Theology, Spring, 2019. 
  
 77. Clinton, 39. 
 
 78. Evertt Huffard, Spiritual Leadership.  
P = Processing (directly or indirectly by God). T = Time. R 
= Response Patterns. SI = Spiritual influence of a leader. 
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or biblical figures in the past—taught to them by God 
through processing—apply to us today because of the 
unchanging nature of Jesus. Once Clinton’s theory was 
introduced, we used a generalized timeline to show the 
stages through which God develops spiritual leaders.79 
Clinton’s theory and timeline were discussed to show how 
each person of the group (even though each had different 
experiences) had been brought along by God, through various 
process items, to his current stage. Only when we can fully 
understand how God has used the relationships in our lives 
to influence us in the spiritual direction he wants us to 
go can we begin to understand how God can use us to 
influence others through our relationships with them.  
 Each participant was given a complete list of 
Clinton’s process items80 and asked to contemplate how God 
was working in their lives (directly and indirectly through 
their relationships with others). After beginning session  





 79. Clinton, 43-53. 
 
 80. Ibid., 235-58. 
 
 81. John 6:44 states that “No one can come to me 
[Jesus] unless the Father who sent me draws them.” The 
participants were asked to think about how God drew them to 
him, or what individual God worked through to draw them. 
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spent the rest of the time allowing each member to share 
how God has worked in his life, using Clinton’s process 
items. The purpose of sessions four and five was to help 
the participants better understand their own stories.  
Therefore, they would be more prepared to answer the call 
to be used by God to influence others’ stories. 
 In session six, we began with a theological reflection 
on why Jesus called disciples. Jesus did many things we 
would expect a leader to do: he publicly taught, helped 
people, and confronted the status quo. However, he also did 
things that today’s world does not associate with 
leadership; he separated himself and invested in a few. If 
we want the ongoing glorification of God as Jesus did,82 we 
must influence those around us, and behind us, to carry on 
the message; otherwise, there will arise a generation that 
does not know God. Can we even begin to imagine what the 
world would be like had Jesus not invested in his 
relational nature by making disciples through whom his 
message was delivered? 
 After looking at the great commission calling us to 
make disciples (Matt. 28:19-20) and Jesus’ command to give 
freely (Matt. 10:8), I asked the participants how these  
__________ 
 
 82. See Chapter 2, “In the Beginning,” 23-24. 
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verses go together. Paul’s instruction to Timothy to teach 
what was handed down to him to faithful men who could teach 
others (2 Tim. 2:2) is an answer to both these commands and 
continues the glory due to God. This session sought to 
answer the question of why we are involved in mentoring. 
 Session seven began with a quick review, followed by a 
theological reflection on Luke 2:52: “And Jesus grew in 
wisdom and stature, and in favor with God and man.” Since 
Jesus is the ultimate example of humanity and our supreme 
mentor, could this simple verse offer a model for us to 
follow? One observer brought out that he saw this verse as 
the complete man: intellectual, physical, social, and 
spiritual.83 I began to introduce mentoring styles and 
practices according to the research stated above. The 
session ended with three key proponents of being a mentor: 
prepare self (which is what sessions one through six have 
been about), observe, and invest.84 




 83. Devin Swindle agreed to serve as an academic 
observer for this project (see note 23 of Chapter 1, 14). 
His comments came during our seventh session held via Zoom 
on October 11, 2020. 
 
 84. These three components are my own short summary of 
material from Huffard, Spiritual Leadership and Leadership 




eight after a historical review of mentoring and a  
theological reflection on Deuteronomy 6:4-9 and Matthew 
22:36-40. What these two passages teach us is that the 
primary means God established for learning and preserving 
His commandments is relationships.85 The definition of 
mentoring86 was discussed, as well as its goal: 
empowerment.87 The session continued as we looked at the 
seven essential elements of spiritual mentoring,88 the best 
characteristics of a mentor,89 and the contrast between the  
qualities of those who do not finish well and those who do  







 85. Deut. 6:4-9 speaks of loving God and passing his 
commands to our children. Matt. 22:36-40 are known as the 
“greatest commands” and echo Deut. 6 as well as emphasize 
loving our neighbor.  
 
 86. Anderson and Reese, 12. “A triadic relationship 
between mentor, adolescent, and the Holy Spirit.” See note 
1 above. See also Reese and Loane, 189. 
 
 87. Ibid. By empowerment I mean “releasing the mentee 
for continuance and growth through an empowered awareness 
of intimacy with God, identity as a child of God, and a 
unique voice for kingdom responsibility.” This is closely 
knit together with the definition of mentoring.  
 
 88. Anderson and Reese, 37-57. 
 
 89. Ibid., 58. 
 
 90. Reese and Loane, 225-31.  
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cultural conditions that frustrate investment and 
attentiveness in others.91 
 The ninth and final mentoring session concentrated on  
the stages of faith as presented by James Fowler92 and 
simplified by John Westerhoff.93 The session ended with a 
theological reflection based on Luke 18:8 and Westerhoff’s 
observations on whether our children will have faith.94 
Summary 
 Based on the research described above, my own 
observations and experiences, and the relational nature of 
our trinitarian God, an effort was made to create a project 
that will do the following. First, it is intended to draw 
attention to the immediate problems caused by the lack of 
spiritual maturity in our rural congregations. Second, it 
will invite congregational leaders and active followers 
into an effort not only to correct the problem, but also to 
help them see that current ways of developing leaders are 
lacking and unfruitful. The third goal is to empower local  
members to use their God-given abilities and influence to 
__________ 
 
 91. Reese and Loane, 36-45. 
  
 92. Fowler, 119-211. 
 
 93. Westerhoff, 89-99. 
 
 94. Ibid., 21-23. 
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raise the level of spiritual maturity of the congregation 
where they work and worship. The fourth objective is to 
reinstall the God-ordained methods of training and  
instruction through life-on-life relationships that not 
only transfer wisdom and knowledge, but also display real-
life faith in action which our children, teens, and young 
adults can observe and from which they can learn. Finally, 
I hope that an effort such as this will be perpetual—that 
each participant will, as 2 Timothy 2:2 says, teach what 
they have heard from me to reliable people who will be 























 The project described in this dissertation used the 
established relationships formed from an annual retreat 
serving rural and suburban congregations of Northeast and 
North Central Arkansas as a base from which to launch a 
mentoring effort. Six adult male counselors, all leaders 
and active followers within their respective congregations, 
agreed to serve as the inaugural participants for this 
effort. As a group, these men (along with three observers1 
and myself) met on a weekly basis for an hour and a half 
over the span of nine weeks. These meetings were training 
sessions to help prepare the men for the mentoring 
relationship they agreed to initiate. Each participant had 
approximately 20 weeks2 in which to build a relationship 
with his chosen mentee and help him advance one step 
forward in the LeaderLoop continuum.3 Each member of the  
group was allowed to develop his respective mentoring 
__________ 
 
 1. Chapter 1, “Methodoloy,” note 23, 14. 
 
 2. The first meeting occurred on Sunday evening, 
August 23, 2020. The mentoring period would run until the 
first of the year 2021. 
  
 3. See Chapter 3, Figure 1, 50. 
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relationship in the way he felt most comfortable. While the 
intention of each participant is to continue the mentoring 
relationship, only the progress of the first 20 weeks will 
be discussed for assessment purposes in this dissertation. 
Assessment Method 
 Three separate assessments4 were gathered for this 
project. The first was a survey given to the mentoring 
group. Twelve questions were asked, and each participant 
was given freedom and encouraged to elaborate on his 
answers.5 The second survey was given to each elder who 
observed the mentoring project.6 The third survey was given 
to obtain observations and perceptions of the mentees. In 
order to receive input from the elders and the mentees in a 
timely manner, a SurveyMonkey® survey was generated. It 
contained ten questions7 to be answered on a scale of one to 





 4. See Appendix C for the assessment surveys. 
 
 5. See Appendix D for survey results and comments. 
 
 6. Only four elders were informed of a mentoring 
project. Two of the six mentors did not share their efforts 
with an elder of the local congregation.  
 
 7. SurveyMonkey® surveys do not allow comments on 
questions without opening a yearly subscription. In 
addition, the limit to the number of questions asked is set 
at ten unless one has a subscription. 
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ones given to the participating mentors and one elder 
assessment that had to be administered by phone. 
Critical Observations of the Survey Results 
 Appendix D shows the results and comments from the 
adult men who participated in the mentoring sessions. As a 
group, we are very well acquainted with each other. I have 
watched these men grow and mature over the past several 
years, and they have had an opportunity to witness my 
ministry as well. There is a deep level of trust between us 
that made this project easier to accomplish. That is the 
type of relationship that will reap the greatest benefits 
for God’s kingdom. However, it takes time to develop.  
 The mentors’ responses towards the project and 
sessions were very positive, and there was almost unanimous 
agreement on the importance of this effort and the impact 
it had on them. Eight of the twelve questions received 100 
percent positive answers. The four questions that did not 
receive 100 percent positive answers did receive high 
scores. One question asked if there was anything that could 
be done to improve the mentoring sessions. Seventy-five 
percent answered in the negative. One comment had to do 
with disappointment in the lack of participation by the 
academic observer, while another dealt with a desire for 
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more practical, hands-on, or how-to suggestions and 
instruction.  
 While I completely understand the desire for more 
guidance on the how-to side of things, my goals for the 
project did not include developing a reproducible program 
that could travel from congregation to congregation. There 
are two main reasons for this. The first is to avoid the 
“one size fits all” mentality.8 The lack of spiritual 
maturity in our congregations today is due to a lack of 
spiritual relationships that foster osmotic permeation of 
wisdom and faith. As much as I wish it could, a superficial 
band-aid of programmatic activities is not going to address 
the cause of the issue. It will only relieve a few of the 
symptoms. Then, when the program dies away (and it will; no 
program lasts indefinitely), the relational void felt by 
the adolescent involved will only deepen. As mentioned 
before, leadership development is a slow and deep work.9 It 
requires time, effort, and a new way of thinking. The 
second reason involves that new way of thinking. Programs 
come and go. Every church grows program-weary, and 
eventually the purpose of any program becomes lost in the  
__________ 
 
 8. Reese and Loane, 38-40. 
 
 9. Ibid., 16, 45. 
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weariness of keeping it going. For the sake of this 
project, I developed lessons that walked potential mentors 
through a series of insights designed to help them  
see where they fit in God’s big picture and to pass on what 
they know to faithful men who will teach others. Programs 
usually produce short-term goals. Spiritual formation, the 
process of becoming Christlike, is best achieved and 
demonstrated in the context of relationships in which 
Christlikeness and spiritual discipleship are modeled 
through mentoring.10 It is not a program; it is a way of 
life. Consider the admonition of Moses to the Israelites:  
 These commandments that I give you today are to be on 
 your hearts. Impress them on your children. Talk about 
 them when you sit at home and when you walk along the 
 road, when you lie down and when you get up (Deut. 
 6:6-7). 
 
 Two of the six participants felt they did not reach 
their goals for their mentees. Part of this was due to the 
Covid-19 restrictions on face-to-face interactions, and 
part was due to personal issues that kept the mentor from 
putting forth the time or effort needed. However, an 
interesting situation arose with one of the assessments.  
 One of the mentors chose a mentee from a congregation  




 10. Chiroma, 78. 
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the mentor did attend services with his mentee. The elder 
involved is an elder from the mentee’s congregation. The 
mentor felt as if his goal was not met. However, since the 
interview with the elder involved had to be conducted by 
phone, instead of via the SurveyMonkey® survey, I learned 
how extremely pleased he was with the progress made by the 
mentee. The mentee’s spiritual maturity increased, and he 
began volunteering to take an active part in the worship 
assembly. This was something the elder said had not been 
the case in the past. The elder attributed this spiritual 
growth to the mentoring process. The results of the 
mentoring efforts, then, can be a matter of perception, 
depending on who is looking at the relationship.  
 Table 1 below summarizes the mentors’ work and goals.  




1 16 B move to C Yes 
2 18 A move to B Undetermined 
3 18 B move to C Undetermined 
4 19 A move to B Yes 
5 just turned 19 A move to B Yes 
6 15 Not baptized move to A Not yet 
Table 1 
Mentor 2 is the one who felt his goal was not met. The 
elder would disagree. It is important to keep in mind that 
the minimum amount of time researchers found that is needed 
to optimize the mentoring effort is twelve to eighteen 
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months.11 The fact that these men spent less than half of 
the optimal time with their mentees and still accomplished 
such positive results is extremely encouraging. Imagine the 
progress that could be made if each relationship could 
develop for a full year or more! 
 A few other comments that need to be addressed came 
from a mentor who thought that the mentoring effort would 
be more beneficial to elders and those who are wanting to 
do more as a leader; the material would not go over well if 
presented as a Wednesday night Bible class; and that 
deacons are too involved in their careers and families to 
have the spiritual drive to participate actively in such a 
project. Instead, he continued, this type of program would 
be better suited for elders, “especially if the long-term 
goal is to train future elders.”12  
 First, I completely agree with this mentor’s 
assessment that what I have shared with my mentoring group 
would not go over well if offered as a Wednesday night 
Bible class. However, the efforts are not geared towards 
those who want to do more as a leader. They are geared 
towards those who want to maximize their sphere of 
__________ 
  
 11. Anastasia, 42; Lanker, “Life-Long Guides,” 35. 
  
 12. Appendix D, questions 9 and 10, 128-29. 
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influence, not their following. There is a difference. For 
every person who is mentored, who then in turn mentors 
another, spiritual influence is multiplied. People are 
encouraged to do more as a Christian because they can see 
true discipleship and Christlikeness modelled in front of 
them. The goal is not to create a “do more” opportunity for 
those who want it. Rather, it is to encourage everyone to 
be more involved and, therefore, do more than what they are 
currently doing. It is what being created in the image of 
God calls us to do.  
 Second, the long-term goal is not to train future 
elders. As stated in Chapter 1, this is an effort to mentor 
the young men who will rise to become those who have 
spiritual influence in their respective congregations.13 
Should one become an elder in the future because of this 
effort, that would be wonderful; but it is not the goal. 
The mentor’s comments do, however, make good points about 
how better to present the material, should it be done in a 
congregational setting. As Huffard suggests, leadership  
development needs to start with leaders mentoring those 
behind them.14 However, Huffard also points out that elders, 
__________ 
 
 13. Chapter 1, “Statement of the Problem,” 2.  
 
 14. Huffard, “LeaderLoop,” 11. 
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deacons, and ministers are not the only leaders in a 
church.15 There are many within any given congregation who 
have great spiritual influence but have no assigned role or 
position. Consider the following two examples. Think of the 
influence a caddie has on the golfer. He is one who knows 
the lay of the land, the course, the distances. His wisdom 
and knowledge influence which club the golfer chooses and 
how the golfer plays each hole. The caddie may not have the 
skills with the club and the ball that the golfer has, but 
he has knowledge and wisdom the golfer needs to make the 
best choice. My wife’s grandmother attended a church in 
Port Neches, Texas, for most of her adult life. At her 
funeral, she was given a huge compliment by one of the 
congregation’s elders. He revealed to those in attendance 
how much her advice had helped him make decisions over the 
years. He actively sought her wisdom before making 
decisions that affected the congregation. That was a woman 
of spiritual leadership (unseen influence). However, no one 
would have called her a leader in the traditional use of 
the term.   
 This is part of the reason for the project. The 
emphasis is to think in terms of influence and not in terms 
__________   
 15. Ibid., 4. 
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of church roles. Each member has influence. Therefore, the 
mentor’s comments have made me aware that in my efforts to 
present this material to whomever would hear it, I need to 
be more purposeful in how I use and define “leader” and 
“leadership.” 
 Finally, I agree with the desire some participants had 
for meeting face to face. My relationship with these men is 
deep, and I truly desire their companionship. However, 
under the circumstances of a Covid-19 pandemic, it was 
impossible to do. There are both pros and cons for 
operating a mentoring effort under these conditions.  
 On the downside, the obvious drawback is not being 
able to meet face-to-face and enjoy the fellowship that 
comes with personal contact. Virtual face-to-face 
relationships are simply not the same. While the mentoring 
sessions between the men and myself still went well (mainly 
because of the life-on-life relationships established years 
before this project took place), the mentor/mentee 
relationships were limited due to Covid-19. Some of the men 
commented on how the Covid-19 regulations kept them from 
meeting as much as they wanted. Phone and virtual 
interactions are beneficial, but the greatest benefits of 
mentoring come from life-on-life relationships that allow 
the mentee to see mature Christian men act out their faith, 
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not just hear about it. A second negative was the 
technology. Although it was wonderful to be able to meet, 
home locations caused broken internet connections at times. 
This made communication difficult for some. This difficult 
communication may have caused some goals and/or purposes to 
be misunderstood or completely missed. A central location 
with everyone present could have prevented some of these 
issues and allowed for more effective communication.  
 At the same time, there were many advantages to having 
Zoom technology available. It allowed us to meet on a 
regular basis for nine sessions. Since the men involved in 
this group lived in separate towns and communities 
throughout the Northeast and North Central regions of 
Arkansas (one lived in southern Missouri), driving to a 
central location for nine weeks to meet face-to-face would 
have been impossible. Because of this, men who would have 
never been able to join due to distance were able to 
participate. A third advantage was that Zoom allowed the 
sessions to be recorded. If, for some reason, a member was 
not able to participate on a given night, he could access 
the recording online and catch up on the missed session. 
Finally, I truly believe that under the Covid-19 
restrictions placed on our nation from March through 
December of 2020, this project would have never been 
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completed without the use of virtual meetings. It was not 
the ideal situation, but it was very beneficial. 
 At the time of this writing, only three elders and 
three mentees have completed their assessment surveys. 
Complete assessment is difficult when participants do not, 
or cannot, give feedback on their experiences. However, the 
feedback that was received has been helpful and is 
encouraging. The mentee responses will be discussed first.  
 Table 2 below shows the results of each question, the 
mean for the individual mentee, and the mean for the group.  
Mentee Assessment of Mentoring Effort 
Question Summary Mentee 1 Mentee 2 Mentee 3 Mean 
1. Importance of mentoring to you 3 5 4 4.0 
2. Feeling of abandonment from 
adults 
4 3 3 3.3 
3. Desire for non-parental mentor 1 5 5 3.7 
4. How well did mentoring go 5 5 4 4.7 
5. Level of effectiveness of mentor 5 4 4 4.3 
6. Increase of spiritual maturity 4 4 5 4.3 
7. Desire for relationship to continue 1 5 4 3.3 
8. Level of effort given 5 5 4 4.7 
9. Would mentoring be helpful to 
your peers 
4 5 5 4.7 
10. Would you mentor others 3 5 3 3.7 




The survey is based on a low score of one and a high score 
of five. The results showed consistency with the research. 
Question two addressed the gap between adolescents and 
adults, while question three asked about a desire for 
relationships. Two out of the three were in general 
agreement that the gap did affect them, and they greatly 
desired adult mentors. Nevertheless, Mentee 1 more readily 
identified with the gap and, evidently because of it, did 
not desire an adult’s help. Mentee 1 rated the overall 
experience and his mentor’s effectiveness high. He felt a 
mentoring relationship would be beneficial to his peers and 
even expressed a general interest in mentoring others. 
However, Mentee 1 had no desire for the mentoring 
relationship to continue. Without further investigation or 
interviews with this mentee, it would be difficult to 
assess the reasons behind his answers. Perhaps his age and 
life experiences have not yet allowed him to see 
significant benefits from such a relationship. Despite the 
lack of a desire for a non-parental mentor by Mentee 1, the 
results of the mentee assessment were positive: These test 
subjects do want adult relationships, do not want them to 
end, want spiritual guidance in a relationship with God, 
invested in the mentoring effort, felt it was beneficial, 
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felt their peers would benefit from a similar bond, and 
would actively mentor others if given the opportunity.  
 Table 3 below shows the results of the Elder 
Assessment. A summary of each question is listed, and  
Elder Assessment of Mentoring Effort 
Question Summary Elder 1 Elder 2 Elder 3 Mean 
1. Value of mentoring in personal life 4 4 4 4.0 
2. Helped you get where you are 5 5 5 5.0 
3. How well did the mentoring go 5 5 5 5.0 
4. Level of effectiveness of mentor 5 5 4 4.7 
5. Spiritual increase seen in mentor 4 3 5 4.0 
6. Level of response of the mentee 5 5 4 4.7 
7. Spiritual increase of mentee 5 5 5 5.0 
8. Would mentoring effort be beneficial to 
congregation 
4 4 4 4.0 
9. Interested in learning more about 
mentoring 
4 4 4 4.0 
10. Level of awareness or involvement 4 3 3 3.3 
Mean 4.5 4.3 4.3   
Table 3 
answers are based on a low score of one and a high score of 
five. The mean for each question is listed, as well as the 
mean for each elder and the group. As mentioned above, only 
four elders were made aware of any mentoring efforts taking 
place. Only three of those four responded by completing the 
survey. Being older men, it was easy for them to recognize 
the significance of mentoring efforts in their own lives. 
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Each elder expressed the highest mark on three separate 
questions. Question two asked how important the spiritual 
influence was in their lives in helping them be where they 
are. Question three asked how well the mentoring effort 
they observed went. Question seven asked about the increase 
in spiritual maturity in the mentees. Each elder felt that 
the mentee he observed responded well to the mentor and 
that such a mentoring effort would be beneficial to the 
local congregation. Also, each elder was interested in 
learning more about mentoring as a tool for developing 
spiritual maturity and leadership in his congregation. The 
lowest mean dealt with question ten, which simply asked 
about the elders’ level of awareness of the effort. 
 The results of the project were overwhelmingly 
positive. I recognize that the positive results could 
partially be a result of the Institutional Review Board’s 
requirement for consent and assent forms.16 For more  
 




 16. The term “Hawthorne Effect” refers to the tendency 
of some to perform in satisfactory ways when they are aware 
of being involved in an experiment or study. While the 
effect has been exaggerated, it is still useful as a 
general psychological reason for behaviors of people in 
experiments. Kendra Cherry, “The Hawthorne Effect and 
Behavioral Studies,” Verywellmind (updated Oct. 13, 2020), 




preferred mentors to carry out their efforts without the 
mentee knowing they were involved in a project. That is not 
to say that I would want mentoring efforts to be secretive. 
Rather, I would want them to be assessed on what would take 
place in a normal mentoring relationship not involved in a 
study or academic project. 
Future Implications of the Project 
 The main goal for this effort is to maximize spiritual 
influence, even multiply it. I strongly feel that the only 
way to do so is through the relational dynamic of mentoring 
and teaching others to see aspects of the kingdom of God 
differently. This is an effort to see and do things 
differently. The goal is not to construct a “program” for 
the churches to have to maintain. Rather, it is an effort 
to recondition the mind to think in terms of a way of life. 
However, one must start somewhere. I chose to start with a 
mentoring ministry that I knew many would see as 
beneficial, welcome, and embrace. Implementing such a plan 
will open doors for future teaching in doing and seeing 
things differently. 
 I would consider the project itself, as described in 




change.17 Technical change is when people in authority can 
adjust the system or process and the problem is fixed. 
Adaptive change, however, requires more learning and 
involves not only the leaders but also the people  
experiencing the problem.18 It has been said that no one 
likes changes except a wet baby.19 However, when change 
becomes inevitable, followers expect leaders to know what 
to do. Technical change comes quickly and easily. The 
deeper the change needed, the greater the learning is 
needed to make the change, as well as to handle the 
resistance to the change.20 The greatest problem of 
leadership on any level has been to “treat adaptive 
challenges like technical problems.”21  
 I have labelled the project itself as high technical 
__________ 
 17. Ronald A. Heifetz, Alexander Grashow, and Martin 
Linsky, The Practice of Adaptive Leadership: Tools and 
Tactics for Changing Your Organization and the World 
(Boston, MA: Harvard Business Review Press, 2009), 20. 
 
 18. Ronald A. Heifetz and Martin Linsky, Leadership on 
the Line: Staying Alive through the Dangers of Change 
(Boston, MA: Harvard Business Review Press, 2017), 14. 
 
 19. Kenneth L. McFayden, Strategic Leadership for a 
Change: Facing Our Losses, Finding Our Future (Herndon, VA: 
Alban Institute, 2009), 10. McFayden attributes the quoted 
to Mark Twain. 
 
 20. Heifetz and Linsky, 14. 
 
 21. Ibid. 
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or low adaptive change because the tangible result the 
mentoring group and I were seeking was progress on the 
LeaderLoop continuum. Much of what I have done and 
described could easily be seen by the average church 
attendee as a program to help young men be better 
Christians. However, the foundation and efforts of the 
project go way deeper and have the potential to become a  
high adaptive change as perception of leadership shifts 
from an authoritative basis to one of empowerment through 
spiritual leadership and guidance.22 As Reese and Loane  
suggest, this is a paradigm shift as congregations move 
from an enlisting way of ministering (seeing a slot to fill 
or a job to do) towards an investing way of ministering. 
That investing, however, means that we must pay attention 
to and honor the work God is already doing in the lives of 
those around us.23  
 Scott Laird is correct in stating that,  
 Leader development has been approached as a technical 





 22. As discussed in Chapter 3, the biblical message of 
leadership in the New Testament does not use words with the 
semantic meaning “control,” or “the exercise of power and 
authority.” Rather, the words used have the semantic 
meaning of “guide.” See discussion on pages 56-57.  
 
 23. Reese and Loane, 20-21. 
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 something added to our existing programs would develop 
 leaders. It has not worked.24 
 
It has not worked because one cannot become what God 
envisions for his church through a class or a program. A 
man or woman becomes a person of spiritual maturity and 
influence through relationships—relationships that model 
spiritual maturity and influence by Christ-like individuals 
faithful to God’s calling in their lives. Faithfulness is 
how God measures success in Christian leadership and 
maturity.25 That faithfulness is by no means limited to men, 
even though this project was. Paul’s letter to Titus makes 
it very clear that the family of God includes women in the 
role of spiritual influence (Titus 2:3-5).  
 While a paradigm shift is possible through this 
mentoring ministry, it would take more planning and time 
beyond the scope and plans of this dissertation. As 
demonstrated by comments discussed above from one of my own 
mentors in the group, the change will be a difficult one 
for many to process, especially for rural congregations  
__________ 
 
 24. Scott Laird, “An Adaptive Change Project in 
Developing Leaders” (Dissertation, Harding School of 
Theology, 2019), 21. 
 
 25. Clinton, 77. See also Benjamin K. Forrest and 
David Nemitz, “Toward a Biblical Theology of Leadership: 
Shepherds and Servants on Behalf of the King,” in Forrest, 
and Roden, 514. 
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grounded in tradition. By participating in this project, I 
would hope that each person gained wisdom, insight, and 
confidence to have similar sessions with four to six other 
men—teaching them to mentor, thus multiplying spiritual 
influence.  
 If asked, I would lead similar sessions for different 
regions or for individual congregations with the same 
desires in mind. Whether or not an eldership undergoes a 
paradigm shift as described above, the material shared in 
this project would be beneficial to them in reducing their 
stress and ensuring the congregation will be in good 
spiritual hands for years to come. For elderships, I would 
incorporate a session dealing with the dark side26 of 
leadership. As the responsibility of leadership rises, so 
does the danger that Satan could use those leaders to 
destroy God’s church. 
 Finally, as one who has spent most of his ministry 
career finding untapped spiritual gifts in others and 
striving to incorporate them into the work of the body of 




 26. Gary McIntosh and Samuel D. Rima, Overcoming the 
Dark Side of Leadership: How to Become an Effective Leader 




to the Pareto Principle27 instead of following the rule. 
Although the principle is named and generally holds true, 
that does not mean we as Christians should accept it in our 
local congregations. Does it require more effort than we 
are currently exerting to overcome this problem? Yes. Are 
most leaders and active followers too tired from their own 
work to try and correct the problem? Yes. Is the principle 
biblical and acceptable to God? No. In God’s kingdom, each 
person has a part to play; and until each one plays his or 
her part, that kingdom cannot be all that God intended it 
to be. Faithful stewardship of the grace given to each of 
us in its various forms is God’s will for his people.28 As 
Jesus instructed his disciples in Matthew 10:8, so God 
instructs his people today: “Freely you have received; 
freely give.” As the image-bearers of a trinitarian, 





 27. Callahan, 140. This principle was discussed in 
Chapter 3, “Initial Designs,” 53-54. 
 
 28. Several passages speak of all individuals’ having 
an active role in the life and well-being of the church. 
See the parable of the bags of gold in Matt. 25:14-30. 
Paul’s admonition to the church in Ephesus (Eph. 4:7-16) 
includes a part for each member. Rom. 12:6, 1 Cor. 12:7, 
and 1 Pet. 4:10 do not leave any member out of the 




Informed Consent and Assent Forms 
 
Informed Consent Form for Mentor: 
Title of Project:  The Spiritual Development of Youth in Rural Congregations of North 
Central and Northeast Arkansas: A Mentoring Program 
Summary of Project: An effort to mentor young men who will rise to become those who 
have spiritual influence in their respective congregations. 
Principal Investigator(s):  Glen Knabe  
 
 
Hello!  My name is Glen Knabe. I am the associate minister of the Velvet 
Ridge Church of Christ, Director of the annual retreat at Camp Tahkodah, and 
a Doctoral candidate from Harding University. 
 
I am asking you to take part in a mentoring program because I am interested 
in helping the young men of the church become spiritually mature and leaders 
among their friends, neighbors, and church members. 
 
If you agree to be in this program, you will be asked to develop a godly 
relationship with a young man (15 years old or older) of the congregation (a 
mentee) whom you will help in his spiritual journey. At the end of the program, 
you will be asked to give feedback about your experience, successes, 
difficulties, and instructor which can help the program be more successful for 
future participants. 
 
This program is important because the church is lacking spiritual leaders in 
many of its congregations and I would like to see a reverse in that trend.  
If you do not want to be in this program, you do not have to participate. Being 
in this program is completely voluntary and no one will be upset if you do not 
want to participate or if you change your mind later and want to stop. 
You can ask any questions that you have about the program. If you have a 
question later that you cannot think of now, you can ask me any time you 
wish.   
 




Name of adult participant (Mentor):  ___________________________________ 
 
Participant’s signature:  ______________________________ Date: __________ 
 
 
Name of researcher: _______________________________________________ 
 
Researcher’s signature:  _____________________________ Date: __________  
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Informed Assent Form for Mentee/Parent of Minor: 
 
Title of Project:  The Spiritual Development of Youth in Rural Congregations of North 
Central and Northeast Arkansas: A Mentoring Program 
Summary of Project: An effort to mentor young men who will rise to become those who 
have spiritual influence in their respective congregations. 
Principal Investigator(s):  Glen Knabe  
 
 
Hello!  My name is Glen Knabe. I am the associate minister of the Velvet 
Ridge Church of Christ, Director of the annual retreat at Camp Tahkodah, and 
a Doctoral candidate from Harding University. 
 
We are asking you to take part in a mentoring program because we are 
interested in helping the young men of the church become spiritually mature 
and leaders among their friends, neighbors, and church members. 
If you agree to be in this program, you will be asked to develop a relationship 
with a spiritually mature man of the congregation (a mentor) who will help you 
in your spiritual journey. 
 
This program is important because the church is lacking spiritual leaders in 
many of its congregations and we would like to see a reverse in that trend. 
You are not being asked to consider a career in ministry. Instead, you are 
being asked to consider your God-given role as a male to consider being a 
spiritual leader as you grow and mature in your faith. 
 
If you do not want to be in this program, you do not have to participate. 
Remember, being in this program is up to you and no one will be upset if you 
do not want to participate or if you change your mind later and want to stop. 
You can ask any questions that you have about the program. If you have a 
question later that you cannot think of now, you can ask me any time you 
wish.   
 
Signing your name at the bottom means that you agree to be in this program. 
 
 
Name of teen: ____________________________________________________ 
 
Teen’s signature:  ________________________________ Date: ____________ 
 
Name of parent or guardian: _________________________________________ 
 
Parent or Guardian’s Signature: _____________________ Date: ____________ 
 
Name of researcher: _______________________________________________ 
 






Session 1: Introduction 
Sunday, August 23, 2020 
 
A. Welcome and thank you for your participation/Introduce everyone who might be 
 unfamiliar with others in the group. 
B. Prayer. 
C. Explanation of Project: 
 1. Statement of the problem as outlined in prospectus. 
 2. 2 Timothy 2:2 as a model solution for the problem. 
 3. Introduction of the LeaderLoop model. 
  a. Continuum moving non-active follower to leader. 
  b. Vertical and horizontal axis represent the increase in stress and strategy. 
  c. Explain process A, B, and C. 
  d. In Churches of Christ, who are considered the leaders? 
  e. Where do ministers fit into this model? 
  f.  Where does one go, or what does one do, when the top is reached? 
  g. Introduce process D. 
 4. Within this group, how many of us are leaders? 
  a. No one in the group is an elder. 
  b. Within Churches of Christ, how can one make this transition where we 
   are not in a position to do so? 
 5. 1 Thessalonians 5:12-14. 
  a. Have someone read. 
  b. Notice the distinction between leaders and followers and active   
   followers. 
  c. What do the leaders do? 
  d. What do the followers do? 
  e. Does it look like we have passed the work of the active leaders on to the 
   leaders and ministers? 
D. My perspective. 
 1. LeaderLoop is a visual of 2 Tim. 2:2. 
 2. It is not just the leader’s role to mentor others. 
 3. Anyone can mentor one behind them in the process. 
E. The project summary: effort to raise the spiritual maturity of the teens we work with. 
 1. Project parameters. 
  a. Pick someone to mentor (someone with leadership potential). 
  b. Please let an elder be aware of the efforts. 
  c. Begin or deepen the relationship with the mentee. 
 2. Help the mentee progress one step in the LeaderLoop model. 
  a. Deadline is end of the year (for assessments only). 
  b. Relationship can and should be continued.  





Session 2: What is Spiritual Leadership and Why is it Important? 
Sunday, August 30, 2020 
 
A. Introduction.  
 1. Thank everyone again for their participation. Introduce any new observers. 
 2. Ask someone to lead a prayer. 
 3. Reminder to complete Consent and Assent Forms. 
B. Begin with emphasizing what is not meant when I say churches are lacking spiritual 
 leadership. 
 1. It does not mean a lack of elders, deacons, or even ministers. 
 2. It is true that there are not enough preachers to fill every pulpit. 
 3. It is true that not every church has elders or deacons. 
C. Need to shift our focus and meaning. 
 1. When I say churches are suffering from a lack of leadership, I mean there is a  
  lack of spiritual maturity. 
 2. Churches can survive without elders, or deacons, or even ministers. 
 3. That is not the desire; we would want all of these servants involved. 
 4. However, a church cannot survive without spiritually mature members who can 
  lead the church through difficult times. 
D. Definition: What is spiritual leadership? 
 1. Show LeaderLoop model. 
 2. Review processes.  
 3. How we get through the process is spiritual leadership. But what is it? 
 4. Ask participants to give their definitions of spiritual leadership. 
 5. Spiritual = unseen.  
 6. Leadership is not the guy out front giving directions or orders. 
  a. That is needed from time to time, in emergencies. 
  b. Authority is the right to give such orders, because of position. 
   1). Police have civil authority. 
   2). Parents have God-given authority over the home. 
   3). Elected officials have social authority. 
   4). Authority does not mean one is a good leader. 
 7. Leadership = influence. 
 8. What this is all about is “unseen influence.” 
 9. Robert Clinton definition: “God-given abilities and God-given responsibility to  
  influence a specific group of God’s people towards God’s purposes.” 
  a. Begins and ends with God. 
  b. Anything in this definition we cannot do? 
E. Another visual: Place LeaderLoop model on a flat plane moving forward. 
 1. How can we move (influence) people along from being a pew sitter to   
  becoming an active member, and on to leadership roles? 
 2. What about you? You are where you are today in your walk with God because  
  of spiritual leadership (unseen influence). 
 3. Who was that person(s) in your life? 
F. Emphasize the need for spiritual leadership with diagram of the average congregation. 
 1. If the Pareto Principle holds true for the average church, then: 
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  a. 20% will be leaders: highly involved individuals such as elders,   
   deacons, ministers. 
  b. About 30% will be active followers: secretaries, worship participants,  
   Bible class teachers and other volunteers. 
  c. About 50% will be passive followers: those who just come and go. 
  d. With approximately 200 potential members who are known by others in 
    the congregation. 
 2. Who will reach the potential members? “That is the leader’s job, or minister’s  
  job?” 
 3. Who is going to plan all the church’s programs and activities? “That is the  
  leader’s job.” 
 4. Is there a problem with this rut most churches are stuck in? 
 5. Plot your own journey of faith. When were you a potential member, a passive  
  follower, an active follower? Who influenced you in each stage and  
  led you from where you were to where you are? 
 6. Do we see the need for spiritual leadership? 
G. Some questions to consider. 
 1. Am I saved? 
 2. Am I useful? 
 3. How did I mature to the next level? 
 4. What hinders growth to the next level? 
 5. Your answers to these questions will help you consider how to become a  
  mentor and help someone behind you get to where you are. 
F. Our goal: help stem the low tide of spiritual maturity by developing leaders (those 
 whom we have helped influence) who in turn influence others, thereby 
 multiplying our influence. 
 1. This is 2 Tim. 2:2. 
 2. Instead of spending less time with more people, spend more time with fewer  
  people. 
 3. Two examples. 
  a. Barnabas, who encouraged Paul (Acts 9:27) and involved him in God’s  
   work (Acts 11:22-26). Paul then spent two years in the lecture hall  
   of Tyrannus (Acts 19:8-10) so that all in the province of Asia heard 
   the word of the Lord. 
  b. Andrew, who brought his brother, Peter, to Jesus. 
  c. We may not be a Paul or a Peter, but we can be an Andrew or a   
   Barnabas. 











Session 3: The Underlying Theme of the Bible—Relationships 
Sunday, September 6, 2020 
 
A. Introduction. 
 1. Prayer. 
 2. Brief review of last two sessions. 
B. Question: What would you consider to be the main underlying theme of the Bible? 
 1. Allow answers. 
 2. Participants gave the following: God’s kingdom, salvation, reconciliation,  
  redemption, forgiveness, who is God (his nature), love. 
 3. Give hints. 
  a. Proverbs 27:17—As iron sharpens iron, so one man sharpens another. 
  b. What must we have for one iron to sharpen another? 
  c. When you have two people interacting with other, what do you have? 
  d. Relationships. 
 4. Examples. 
  a. Genesis 2:18: Why did God create females? (be careful here) It is not  
   good for the man to be alone. 
  b. Man and woman with each other and in relationship with God—God  
   would walk with them in the cool of the day (Gen 3:8). 
  c. Revelation 21:3—At the end of all things, God’s dwelling place is  
   among the people and he will dwell with them. 
  d. What are the greatest commands? 
   1) Love the Lord your God with all your heart, soul, mind. 
   2) Love your neighbor as yourself. 
   3) All the law and the prophets hang on these two commands. 
  e. The 10 Commandments are divided between loving God and loving our  
   neighbor. 
  f. Jesus stated it as the Golden Rule in Matt. 7:12. 
  g. The Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us. He is called  
   Immanuel—God with us. The incarnate Jesus showed us what God 
   wanted: relationship. 
 5. The Bible is all about relationships.  
  a. It is what Jesus prayed for in John 17: that we be one as Jesus and God  
   are one. 
  b. All the other themes mentioned above stem from this one. 
 6. It is through this powerful dynamic (relationship) that influence (good or bad,  
  spiritual or worldly) is wielded. 
 7. Thoughts or comments? 
C. Take this to the LeaderLoop model. 
 1. Where are the relationships on this model? It is everywhere and at the heart of  
  mentoring. 
 2. Dr. Huffard’s theory behind the LeaderLoop model is based on relationship: 
  “Development of emerging leaders in the church is a process of mentoring 
  leaders to mentor passive followers, active followers, and leaders.” 
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 3. However, it is my belief that anyone on this continuum can exercise spiritual  
  leadership (unseen influence) on those behind them in the process. 
  a. Relationship is the key. 
  b. Skills and talent are important, but it is in the life-on-life (iron sharpens  
   iron) relationships where transformation takes place. 
D. Moses and the burning bush. 
 1. Early life: using talents, abilities, and his position without any life-on-life  
  sharpening. 
 2. Then God begins to work on him. 
 3. Exodus 3:10—4:14. How many times does Moses give God an excuse? 
 4. What does this say about developing leaders? 
  a. Allow responses. 
  b. To what extent has this been you and God? 
  c. Now flip this around. When we are trying to mentor others, to some  
   degree, we are the voice of God in their lives. 
 5. With Exodus 3 and 4, we introduce what we will dive into next week:  
  P + T + R = SI (From Robert Clinton’s The Making of a Leader) 
  Processing + Time + Response patterns = Spiritual Influence 






























Session 4: Leadership Emergence Theory—Part 1 
Sunday, September 13, 2020 
 
A. Introduction. 
 1. Welcome. 
 2. Prayer. 
B. Theological Reflection on Hebrews 13:7-8 
 1. What is your sphere of influence? 
  a. Within a week’s time, how many people would you have influence  
   on, directly or indirectly? 
  b. People for which you will give an account to God. 
  c. This is your sphere of influence, the number of opportunities you have  
   right now to lead. 
 2. Two keys. 
  a. The first is awareness—are you aware of the opportunities you have to  
   influence others? 
  b. The second is this: We lead (influence) by character, not by personality. 
 3. Read Hebrews 13:7-8. 
  a. Who are the leaders this verse is talking about? 
   1). Those who spoke the word of God to you. 
   2). Elders/ministers? 
   3). Family/friends who have influenced us. 
   4). Chapter 11, those of the Hall of Fame of Faith? 
   5). Other biblical leaders? Others? 
  b. Remember them, consider the outcome of their way of life, and imitate. 
   1). Is there a leader who had a personal impact on you (direct  
    influence)? 
   2). Is there a past leader or biblical figure whom you look up to  
    and want to emulate (indirect influence)? 
  c. Why are we to remember them, consider their way of life, and imitate? 
   1). Relationships—Bible is all about them (last week’s session).  
   2). What does verse 8 have to do with this? 
   3). Lessons learned by leaders in the past and biblical leaders,  
    taught to them by God, apply to us today because Jesus is  
    the same yesterday, today and forever. 
   4). Some lessons are what not to do (like Moses last week). 
  d. This is what got Robert Clinton thinking about leadership development. 
C. Clinton’s Leadership Emergence Theory. 
 1. God develops a leader over a lifetime. That development is a function of the  
  use of events and people to impress leadership lessons upon a leader  
  (processing), time, and leader response. Processing is central to the theory. 
  All leaders can point to critical incidents in their lives when God taught  
  them something very important. 
 2. This is where the formula P + T + R = SI comes from. 
  a. P = Processing. 
  b. T = Time. 
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  c. R = Response patterns. 
  d. SI = Spiritual Influence. 
 3. After years of studying the lives of past and present leaders, Clinton developed  
  a general timeline of a person’s life based on the above formula. 
  a. Introduce generalized timeline and each of the 6 phases. 
  b. Explain the term “boundary event,” which is a processing item that  
   propels a person to the next phase in the timeline. 
  c. Introduce some of the more common process items God uses to prepare  
   us for leadership (influence). 
  d. Introduce Clinton’s “Luke 16:10 Principle”—he who is faithful with  
   little will be faithful with much. 
  e. God tests us with process items over time; how we respond to them will 
   determine our spiritual influence. 
  f. Key is faithful completion of tasks and faithful submission to God’s will 
   and timing.  
  g. Use Abraham timeline as an example of the phases, boundary events,  
   and process items. Let us remember him, consider the outcome of  
   his way of life, and imitate his faith. 
 4. Hand out generalized timeline and Clinton’s list of process items with   
  descriptions. 
  a. Ask participants to be generally familiar with how their lives fit in  
   with the timeline. (What phase are they currently in and what were  
   the boundary events that propelled them from one phase to   
   another?) 
  b. Ask each participant to look over the process items and pick at least  
   three that have been significant in their lives for the discussion  
   next week. 





















Session 5: Leadership Emergence Theory—Part 2 
Sunday September 20, 2020 
 
A. Introduction. 
 1. Welcome. 
 2. Prayer. 
B. Theological Reflection on John 6:44 and John 15:16. 
 1. I did a lot of talking last week. This week I want to hear from you about how  
  God has been working in your life and the process items he has used. 
 2. Before we do, look at John 6:44. Have someone read. 
 3. What does this verse tell us about God? 
  a. Allow responses. 
  b. God is actively involved in every conversion or salvation experience. 
  c. Through what individual did God work to draw you to him? 
 4. Now take a look at John 15:16. 
  a. Jesus tells his disciples, “I chose you; you did not choose me.” 
  b. What do we think about that? 
  c. How does this go with John 6:44 and the underlying theme of the Bible  
   that shows how much God wants a relationship with us? 
  d. God chose you and worked through others to bring you to him. 
   Those people, willing to let God work through them, were divine  
   contact process items. 
  e. You will be, if you allow God to work through you, a divine contact  
   process item to another. 
C. Open the discussion and allow each participant to recount his story briefly and share 
 his boundary events and/or process items. 
 1. Through this process, questions can be asked to see further how God was  
  working in their lives. 
 2. Recognizing the patterns of how God works helps us to see how we can work 
  in others’ lives. 


















Session 6: Why are We Doing This? 
Sunday, October 4, 2020 
 
A. Introduction. 
 1. Welcome. 
 2. Announcements. 
 3. Prayer. 
B. Theological Reflection on Jesus’ choosing his disciples. 
 1. Read passages of Jesus’ choosing his disciples from the Gospel of Matthew. 
 2. All four gospels record something on the choosing of the disciples. 
 3. Why did Jesus call disciples? 
  a. As a leader, Jesus did what we, in our culture, would expect from a  
   leader. 
  b. He also did things we would not expect a leader to do. 
  c. How do people in most cultures want to be remembered? 
   1). Most want to be remembered by enthronement. 
   2). Christians, disciples of Jesus should want what he wants— 
    ongoing glorification of God through spiritual   
    development. 
  d. What would have happened if Jesus did not make disciples? 
 4. Matthew 10:1-8: All 12 disciples are listed here. Jesus gives them authority, 
  sends them out and tells them, “Freely you have received, freely give.” 
 5. Matthew 28:19-20 is the Great Commission to go make disciples. 
  a. How are we doing with this? 
  b. Whose responsibility is it to do this? 
 6. How do Matthew 10:8 and Matthew 28:19 go together? 
  a. Disciple = pupil = follower. 
  b. Make disciples. How and why do we do this? 
   1). Not so we can be enthroned, not to make clones of us, but of  
    Jesus. Of course, this means we must walk closely after  
    Jesus ourselves if we want to make disciples of Jesus. It is  
    not about us; it is about something much bigger. 
   2). Simple obedience/submission. The best leaders are those who  
    have learned how to follow. 
   3). We have freely received; we are expected to give freely. 
   4). Others? 
C. Explain process of how disciples were chosen during Jesus’ time. 
 1. Progression through early childhood to the time of the bar mitzvah. 
 2. The exceptionally bright moved on at permission of the rabbi to study the  
  prophets while others  joined the family trade. 
 3. A young man would ask the rabbi if he could be his disciple. 
 4. The rabbi would evaluate the young man and either give his permission or tell  
  him no. 
 5. Very few were allowed to become disciples of the rabbi. (With all the   
 attention given to the Pharisees and other religious sects of Judaism in the   
 NT, one would think there was a large number of disciples during the time  
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 of Jesus. The actual population of all of the different groups combined was  
 less than 10% of the total population. 
 6. Jesus comes along and turns the whole process upside-down. 
  a. He did not wait for men to come to him; he went to them and said,  
   “Follow me.”  
  b. John 15:16 from last week. 
   1). You did not choose me; I chose you. 
   2). I appointed you. 
   3). That you might bear fruit. 
  c. Whom did Jesus call? 
   1). At least six from the same fishing village (so most likely all  
    fishermen). 
   2). A tax collector. 
   3). A religious zealot. 
   4). What does this say about the higher educational endeavors of  
    these men? 
  d. It is not a matter of “Can I be a disciple?” It is a matter of “Will I be a  
   disciple?” 






























Session 7: Mentoring Practices—Part 1 
Sunday, October 11, 2020 
 
A. Introduction. 
 1. Welcome/Announcements. 
 2. Prayer. 
B. Short review of previous sessions. 
C. Theological reflection of Luke 2:52. 
 1. Share quote from Martin Thornton: “A walloping great congregation is fine and 
  fun, but what most communities really need is a couple saints.  The  
  tragedy is that they may well be there in embryo, waiting to be discovered, 
  waiting for sound training, waiting to be emancipated from the cult of the  
  mediocre.” Deep Mentoring, 11. 
  a. Allow thoughts or comments. 
  b. This is what we are trying to do: break out of the mediocre through  
   mentoring the spiritual leaders of tomorrow who are in embryo  
   today. 
 2. Luke 2:52 is the end of Jesus’ stay at temple at the age of 12.  
  “Jesus grew in wisdom and stature, and in favor with God and man.” 
 3. Jesus is the ultimate example of humanity and the ultimate mentor. 
 4. Several passages speak of growing, maturing, or moving forward. 
  a. 2 Pet. 3:18. 
  b. Eph. 4:14-16. 
  c. Heb. 6:1-3. 
 5. Gordon McDonald said, “… our branch of the Christian movement   
  (sometimes called Evangelical) is pretty good at wooing people across the  
  line into faith in Jesus. And we’re also not bad at helping new-believers  
  become acquainted with the rudiments of a life of faith: devotional  
  exercise, church involvement, and basic Bible information—something  
  you could call Christian infancy. But what our tradition lacks of late—my  
  opinion anyway—is knowing how to prod and poke people past “infancy”  
  and into Christian maturity.” (quoted in Deep Mentoring, 37.) 
 6. The question is this: Does, or can, Luke 2:52 offer a model for us to follow? 
  What does it mean to grow in wisdom? Stature? In favor with God/man? 
 
 Wisdom  Stature   Favor with God  and Man 
 Study/Knowledge Body is temple; Learn God’s will; Know how to  
 Spirit’s guidance take care of it  carry it out  treat people 
 in using knowledge  physically  P+T+R=SI 
   
   2 Tim. 1:7:          Relationships 
 given spirit of power, love, self-discipline,  
   not timidity. 
     The Whole Man: 




D. Let us move forward with our goal of spiritual leadership through mentoring. 
 1. Up to this point in our sessions, everything has been centered on us.  
  a. Learning how is God working in our lives so he can use us in his plan. 
  b. Making sure we are what we need to be to mentor those around us. 
 2. Different ways to look at mentoring. 
  a. Show Anastasia concept of three aspects of mentoring: 
   1). Connection: natural or assigned. 
   2). Setting: community or school-based. 
   3). Intent: developmental or prescriptive. 
  b. Show Clinton’s nine types under three different levels of intensity: 
   1) Intensive: discipler, spiritual guide, coach. 
   2). Occasional: counselor, teacher, sponsor. 
   3). Passive: contemporary model, historical model, divine contact. 
 3. The three most important dynamics of mentoring (out of 5). 
  a. Attraction. 
  b. Responsiveness. 
  c. Accountability. 
  d. Result of dynamics begin met: Empowerment. 
E. Every male needs three relationships in his life. 
 1. A Paul—someone to mentor him 
 2. A Barnabas—a peer mentor to encourage him. 
 3. A Timothy—someone to mentor. 
F. We, as mentors need to do the following: 
 1. Prepare self (what we have been working on thus far). 
  a. How closely are we following God? 
  b. How secure are we in our own conversion story? 
  c. Can we lead from who we are? (character, holiness as we 
   walk with the Spirit, an understanding of our own gifts, calling,  
   and context). 
 2. Observe: 
  a. Pay attention to what God is doing in others. 
  b. Can we readily see the potential in a person? 
  c. Can we see what others cannot? 
 3. Invest: 
  a. Involves time, toleration with mistakes and brashness to see potential. 
  b. Involves flexibility in responding to people and issues. 
  c. Involves patience with experience and growth. 
  d. Involves ability to see down the road and suggest next step(s). 










Session 8: Mentoring Practices—Part 2 
Sunday, October 18, 2020 
 
A. Introduction. 
 1. Welcome/announcements. 
 2. Prayer. 
B. Origins of mentoring. 
 1. Homer’s Odyssey and the character Mentor (8th century B.C.). 
 2. Biblical examples. (What was the earliest mentioned?) 
C. Theological reflection on Deut. 6:4-9 and Matt. 22:36-40. 
 1. How are we to learn the commands of God? 
 2. Other verses that come into play here are Pro. 27:17; Heb. 10:24-25;  
  Phil 4:9; and 1 Cor. 11:1. 
 3. Primary means God established for learning and preserving His 
  commandments are . . . relationships. 
 4. In Phil. 4:9 and 1 Cor. 11:1 Paul basically says, “Let me mentor you. Let me be 
  your role model.”  
 5. Consider the great cloud of witness of Hebrews 11. 
D. Best definition of spiritual mentoring is “a relationship between two or more people 
 and the Holy Spirit, where the people can discover, through the already 
 present action of God three things: 1) Intimacy with God (Who is God?), 
 2) Identify as beloved children of God (Who am I?), and 3) A unique  
 voice for kingdom responsibility (What am I to do with my life?)” 
 —Deep Mentoring (Randy Reese and Robert Loane) 
 1. Questions to consider. 
  a. Am I saved? (see 1 & 2 in the definition above). 
  b. Am I useful? (see 3 in definition above). 
  c. These questions form the launching points, and serve as signposts, for  
   the mentoring relationship. 
 2. Goal of empowerment: releasing the mentee for continuance and growth  
  through an empowered awareness of intimacy with God, identity as a child 
  of God, and a unique voice for kingdom responsibility. 
 3. Story of Golden Buddha. 
 4. Thomas Merton quote: “The whole purpose of spiritual direction is to penetrate 
  beneath the surface of man’s life, to get behind the façade of conventional  
  gestures and attitudes which he presents to the world, and to bring out his  
  inner spiritual freedom, his inmost truth, which is what we call the   
  likeness of Christ in his soul.”  
—Spiritual Mentoring (Keith Anderson and Randy Reese) 
E. Seven essential elements of spiritual mentoring (Spiritual Mentoring). 
 Spiritual mentoring is. . .  
 1. Incarnational: Spiritual mentoring is relational (life-on-life). 
 2. Grounded in ordinary: Spiritual mentoring is autobiographical. 
 3. Coming alongside: Spiritual mentoring is partnership with Holy Spirit. 
 4. Trajectory: Spiritual mentoring is purposive. 
 5. The essential art: Spiritual mentoring requires listening. 
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 6. Not one size fits all: Spiritual mentoring is adaptable/discernment needed. 
 7. Not just for specialist: Spiritual mentoring belongs to the priesthood of all  
  believers. 
F. Characteristics of a Mentor (Spiritual Mentoring). 
 1. Role model worthy of emulation. 
 2. Life of holiness, spiritual maturity, biblical knowledge and wisdom. 
 3. One who practices a life of spiritual discipline, including prayer. 
 4. One skilled in hard labor of attentive, reflective listening. 
 5. Gifted in recognizing potential in people.  
 6. Gifted in spiritual discernment of God’s already present action. 
 7. Ability to foster an atmosphere of trust, acceptance, and space. 
 8. Experienced in life. 
 9. One who can create “disciples of grace,” accountability with the mentee. 
G. Learning from those who finish poorly (75% of people). (Deep Mentoring.) 
 1. Misuse, mismanage, and abuse finances. 
 2. Struggle with issues of power. 
 3. Become trapped in their own pride. 
 4. Struggle with boundaries related to sex and/or issues of sexuality. 
 5. Fail to deal with family of origin issues. 
 6. Simply plateau in their development. 
H. Learning from those who finish well (25% of people). (Deep Mentoring.) 
 1. Maintain a learning posture throughout life. 
 2. Value spiritual authority as a primacy power base. 
 3. Recognize leadership selection and development as important. 
 4. Work from a dynamic and focused ministry philosophy. 
 5. Lead from a growing awareness of a personal sense of destiny.  
 6. Perceive their ministry from a lifetime perspective. 
 7. Prioritize mentoring relationships for themselves and others. 
I. Four cultural conditions that frustrate investment in and attentiveness in  others. 
 1. Skimming the surface. 
 2. One size fits all. 
 3. Means towards an end. 
 4. Faster ways. 
J. “The leadership formation of others is a slow and deep work, and it is fundamentally a 
 work of paying attention”—Deep Mentoring.  













Session 9: Stage of Faith 
Sunday, November 1, 2020 
 
A. Introduction. 
 1. Welcome/Announcements. 
 2. Prayer. 
B. Fowler’s stages of faith. 
 1. Initiative-Projective Faith. 
 2. Mythic-Literal Faith. 
 3. Synthetic-Conventional Faith. 
 4. Individualistic-Reflective Faith. 
 5. Paradoxical-Consolidative Faith. 
 6. Universalizing Faith. 
C. Westerhoff’s simplification of Fowler’s stages of faith. 
 1. Experienced Faith. 
 2. Affiliative Faith. 
 3. Searching Faith. 
 4. Owned Faith. 
D. Our efforts fall in the Synthetic-Conventional Faith of Fowler as teens transition into 
 the Individualistic-Reflective Faith. In Westerhoff’s model, we try to catch teens 
 as they leave Affiliative Faith so we can guide them through the Searching Faith. 
E. Theological Reflection on Luke 18:8. 
 1. “When the Son of Man comes, will he find faith?” 
 2. What is faith? 
 3. How does one gain faith? Where does it come from? 
 4. Can we teach faith? 
 5. We can teach religion, biblical information, about faith, etc., but we cannot  
  teach faith. 
 6. So how will our children (and teens) have faith? 
 7. Through relationships in which they can observe faith in action, learn from  
  tested faith, and understand what faith is and how it transforms our lives. 
 8. That is why we mentor. 
















Appendix C:  
Assessment Surveys 
 
Mentor Assessment Survey: 
 
Please circle “yes” or “no” for each question. Space is provided for you to explain your 
answer or for you to comment on any question/answer.  
 
1. Were you sufficiently motivated to participate in this mentoring group/project? 
 Yes No Comments/Explanation: 
2. Was the goal of this mentoring group/project well explained and communicated to 
 you?   
 Yes No Comments/Explanation: 
3. Did you feel that you received adequate resources to complete your goal? 
 Yes No Comments/Explanation: 
4. As a result of your participation in this mentoring group/project, did you feel confident 
 in serving as a mentor to another individual? 
 Yes No Comments/Explanation: 
5. Were your goals for this mentoring assignment met? 
 Yes  No Comments/Explanation: 
6. Do you feel confident to lead a mentoring group of your own after participating in this 
 mentoring group/project? 
 Yes No Comments/Explanation: 
7. Do you have any suggestions on how this mentoring group/project could be better? 
 Yes No Comments/Explanation: 
8. Will you continue to mentor others now that this mentoring group/project has 
 concluded? 
 Yes No Comments/Explanation: 
9. Do you believe a mentoring group/project, such as you have participated in, would be 
 helpful in your congregation? 
 Yes No Comments/Explanation: 
10. Do you believe a mentoring group/project, such as you have participated in, would be 
 beneficial to the deacons and/or elders of your congregation? 
 Yes No Comments/Explanation: 
11. Did you feel the mentoring sessions on Sunday nights were helpful and beneficial 
 towards our goals for this mentoring group/project? 
 Yes  No Comments/Explanation: 
12. Did you feel welcome to participate in the discussions of our Sunday night mentoring 
 sessions? 










Elder Assessment of Mentoring Observations: 
 
 Please answer the following questions using a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being the 
least effective, of least importance, or of which you had the least awareness and 5 being 
the most effective, of greatest importance, or of which you had the most awareness.  
 
1.  In your personal journey of faith, how important was mentoring (formal or informal) 
 to you on that journey? 
 1 2 3 4 5 
 
2. You would not be at the level of leadership you are now in without a great amount of 
 spiritual influence in your life. How important was that influence in helping you 
 be who you are today? 
 1 2 3 4 5 
 
3. You were made aware of a mentoring effort taking place between a young man and an 
 adult male of your congregation. In your opinion, how well did that mentoring 
 effort go? 
 1  2 3 4 5 
 
4. In your opinion, what level of effectiveness would you give the mentor in his ability to 
 manage a mentoring relationship of spiritual importance? 
 1 2 3 4 5 
 
5. Have you noticed an increase in spiritual maturity and leadership in the mentor 
 resulting from his participation in this mentoring effort? 
 1 2 3 4 5 
 
6. In your opinion, what level of effectiveness would you give the mentee in his 
 responsiveness to the mentor? 
 1 2 3 4 5 
 
7. Have you noticed an increase in spiritual maturity and development in the mentee 
 resulting from his participation in this mentoring effort? 
 1 2 3 4 5 
 
8. Do you feel a mentoring effort, such as what you have been made aware of, would be 
 beneficial to your local congregation in developing spiritual maturity? 
 1 2 3 4 5 
 
9. Would you be interested in learning more about the use of mentoring as a tool for the 
 development of spiritual maturity and leadership in your congregation? 
 1 2 3 4 5 
 
10. What was your level of awareness, or involvement, in this mentoring effort? 
 1 2 3 4 5 
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Mentee Assessment of Mentoring Efforts: 
 
 Please answer the following questions using a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being the 
least and 5 being the greatest.  
 
1. In your personal spiritual journey, how important would you consider mentoring to 
 be? 
 1 2 3 4 5 
 
2. What level of agreement do you have towards the feeling that most adults in your 
 spiritual circle expect you simply to pick up on spiritual matters and follow along 
 without much instruction or guidance? 
 1 2 3 4 5 
 
3. How great is your desire to have a non-parental adult mentor you can turn to for help 
 and guidance in your journey of faith? 
 1 2 3 4 5 
 
4. You were asked to participate in a mentoring effort between yourself and an adult male 
 of spiritual maturity. In your opinion, how well did that mentoring effort go? 
 1  2 3 4 5 
 
5. In your opinion, what level of effectiveness would you give the mentor in his ability to 
 mentor you concerning matters of spiritual maturity and development? 
 1 2 3 4 5 
 
6. Have you noticed, or felt, an increase in spiritual maturity and leadership in yourself 
 resulting from your participation in this mentoring effort? 
 1 2 3 4 5 
 
7. What level is your desire for this mentoring relationship to continue?  
 1 2 3 4 5 
 
8. What level of effort did you put into this mentoring relationship? 
 1 2 3 4 5 
 
9. Do you feel a mentoring effort, such as what you have participated in, would be 
 beneficial to your friends in your local congregation? 
 1 2 3 4 5 
 
10. Based on your involvement in this mentoring effort, do you feel you would like to 
 mentor and help others in their spiritual journey in the future the way you have 
 been? 






Survey Results and Comments 
 
Results of Mentor Assessment Survey: 
 
1. Were you sufficiently motivated to participate in this mentoring group/project? 
 
 
Yes: 8 No:                
2. Was the goal of this mentoring group/project well explained and communicated to you? 
 
 
Yes: 8 No:                
3. Did you feel that you received adequate resources to complete your goal? 
 
 
Yes: 8 No: 1 1 participant answered both yes and no  
4. As a result of your participation in this mentoring group/project, did you feel confident in 
serving as a mentor to another individual? 
 
 
Yes: 8 No:                
5. Were your goals for this mentoring assignment met? 
 
 
Yes: 6 No: 3 1 participant answered both yes and no  




Yes: 7 No: 1                
7. Do you have any suggestions on how this mentoring group/project could be better? 
 
 
Yes: 2 No: 6                
8. Will you continue to mentor others now that this mentoring group/project has concluded? 
 
 
Yes: 8 No:                
9. Do you believe a mentoring group/project, such as you have participated in, would be 
helpful in your congregation? 
 
 
Yes: 8 No: 1 1 participant answered both yes and no  
10. Do you believe a mentoring group/project, such as you have participated in, would be 
beneficial to the deacons, and/or elders, of your congregation? 
 
 
Yes: 7  No: 
1 participant did not answer but gave a 
comment 
 
11. Did you feel the mentoring sessions on Sunday nights were helpful and beneficial 
towards our goals for this mentoring group/project? 
 
 
Yes: 8 No:                




Yes: 8 No:                
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Mentor Assessment Survey Comments:  
(These comments are arranged in no organized manner except by question. The 
comments have been copied exactly as they appeared on the survey.) 
 
1. Were you sufficiently motivated to participate in this mentoring group/project? 
 *Yes. I was sufficiently motivated to participate in this project. Glen has been a 
 mentor and friend to me in the past, so I was more than happy to help learn some 
 new concepts within this project. 
 
 *As an observer, I was very interested in this project. While time constraints 
 prevented me from actively participating, I did enjoy hearing discussion on 
 motivating young men to be leaders in the church from an observer standpoint. 
 
 *When Glen explained the project, I understood the importance of the mentorship 
 process and was very interested to learn how to use the process. 
 
 *Observer: The project was very enlightening and encouraging. Mr. Knabe did a 
 very good job of assessing and describing the need to the mentors as well as 
 providing resources. After taking part in the teaching sessions and learning from 
 Mr. Knabe it is obvious that one would not have to look for very long in the 
 Churches of Christ in our area to realize that we are sorely lacking in spiritual 
 mentorship in the local congregation. 
 
 *I think this is a wonderful study with benefits that will multiply over generations. 
 
2. Was the goal of this mentoring group/project well explained and communicated 
 to you? 
  *Yes, the goal was well explained. Even before we had our first official meeting, 
 I was aware of what our aim was—to equip young men to become Christian 
 leaders in the church and to serve as a mentor through that learning process. 
 
 *The goal is to lead others to a relationship with Christ through strengthening our 
 relationships with them. 
 
 *Observer: I have been involved in a few male leadership classes in the past but 
 never anything such as what is being proposed here. The act of trying to move a 
 mentee up to the next level in their spiritual development is a noble goal no matter 
 the final outcome. 
 
3. Did you feel that you received adequate resources to complete your goal? 
 *The information that Glen shared was very in-depth and provided a great 
 foundation. Also, others in the group recommended different books to supplement 




 *Yes, I believe I received adequate resources to complete my goal. The notes that 
 Glen provided us each week were supplemental and beneficial to the group 
 discussions and kept us focused. 
 
 *The resources given throughout this project pushed me to grow personally with 
 Christ and to lead others to the same growth. 
 
 *I think working out of a book together (like Spiritual Leadership or Hand Me 
 Another Brick) would be helpful to me. Also, if there were a curriculum for the 
 times spent with the mentees would be of benefit (see question 7). 
 
 *Observer: Several books were mentioned that were well researched, and I am 
 sure he himself would be a resource for all that would call on him for advice. 
 
 *The material Mr. Knabe provided was not only beyond sufficient for my goal of 
 mentoring another, but it also helped me realize where I am in my spiritual walk 
 and the gifts God has given me. 
 
4. As a result of your participation in this mentoring group/project, did you feel 
 confident in serving as a mentor to another individual? 
 *Absolutely. It has both strengthened my own faith and my confidence in my 
 ability to positively influence tomorrow’s Christian leaders. 
 
 *Participation in this project has given me more confidence in guiding others 
 through their journey to meeting and gaining an understanding of Christ. 
 
 *Observer: I was only an observer; however, I did learn a lot. 
 
5. Were your goals for this mentoring assignment met? 
 *My goal was to help encourage my mentee to become more active in 
 participation in services and also more intentional about spiritual growth outside 
 of services. Although this relationship will continue, much progress has been 
 made since the program began. 
 
 *Personally, yes. I wanted to get my mentee to a point where he actively 
 volunteered and felt comfortable engaging in the facilitation of worship service. 
 
 *No. Unfortunately, due to family health concerns about the Covid-19 virus, in-
 person  interaction with the young man has been limited in recent months. I 
 believe this, along with limited ability for electronic communication, has slowed 
 the progress of building a mentoring relationship. 
 
 *No. I did not invest the time I thought I could and would  
 (Note: For this mentor, I spoke with the elder observing the results of the 
 mentoring. He was very pleased with the mentoring relationships and the effect it 
 had on the mentee. Thus, illustrating the difficulty in assessment of such projects. 
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 Results may vary depending on the perspective you have. While the mentor did 
 not believe his goals were met, the elder was extremely satisfied with them.) 
 
 *It is difficult to figure this one out. The goals for this, I felt, were very subjective 
 and intangible and therefore difficult to measure. For a time, I felt like my mentee 
 was maturing and taking on more of a leadership role. However, we were not able 
 to continue meeting on a regular basis, and I have noticed him no longer 
 displaying the qualities he had developed. So, for a time, yes, we were moving  
 toward the goal. But it has not been a lasting change. However, it is hard to see 
 now what affect this will have in the future. 
 
 *After determining where my mentee was in his spiritual journey, I feel as if my 
 goals were met. However, my goals have only expanded since then so the new 
 goals I have set for my mentee have not yet been met. 
 
6. Do you feel confident to lead a mentoring group of your own after participating in 
 this mentoring group/project? 
 *Once established, if ongoing, experiences from past participants would be 
 interesting. Also, a few face-to-face meetings would have been beneficial, but 
 understanding the time we are in, it was done appropriately. 
 
 *Still being a young man and somewhat inexperienced Christian, I believe that 
 the leader of a mentoring group should be someone with more experience to offer 
 guidance. I believe that I am currently better suited to support someone in leading 
 a group. 
 
 *Observer: I am not sure if I am there spiritually yet but believe I could certainly 
 help. 
 
7. Do you have any suggestions on how this mentoring group/project could be 
 better? 
 *I don’t know how much involvement was demanded/required of Glen’s 
 supervisors, but those of us participating under Glen were told that there would be 
 another professor sitting in. That professor was not involved in our group 
 discussions.  
 
 *We sufficiently covered why to mentor leaders and we covered the biblical basis 
 for it and biblical examples of it. What I would have liked more of though is the 
 practical application side. What do we do when we are spending time with the 
 young men: Bible study, pray, teach them how to lead singing, hang out…? What 
 would make a good formula? How often should we try to see our mentees? Could 
 there even be a curriculum to go over with them? I know that a large part of it is 
 simply relationship building, and I know that all cases are different. But I think it 
 would have been helpful to me to have a suggested structure to follow.  
 For example: 
  Steps for developing spiritual leaders in the church 
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   *Phase 1 – Goal: Relationship building 
   Do some fun activities together. Focus on letting them talk and you 
   listen without passing sort of judgment or trying to fix their  
   problems. Try to find out as much about them as possible through  
   casual conversation. End you time together each time with a prayer 
   that you offer to lead for the both of you. Do these sessions as  
   many times as you feel are necessary to form a bond with the  
   mentee. 
   *Phase 2 – Goal: Discovering their relationship to the church 
   Find a public place that the two of you can go for a    
   coffee/soda/milkshake/snack/etc. and quiet conversation. Guide the 
   conversation to how your mentee feels that the church is being led  
   by the ministers/deacons/elders/men. Are they satisfied with that  
   picture? Does it need to change? Where do they see themselves  
   fitting into that picture? Basically, help your mentee build a vision  
   for their future that involves being a spiritual leader in the church  
   somehow. Ask them what they feel that they are lacking to fulfill  
   this vision. What could they be doing now to work toward that  
   vision? End each session with a prayer and invite the mentee to  
   lead some of them in part or in full. 
   *Phase 3 – Goal: Educating the Mentee 
   Etc. 
   *Phase 4 – Practical Experience for the Mentee 
   Etc. 
   *Phase Etc. 
 
 *Obviously being online was a challenge, so one day when people can gather  
 more safely, being together in person is ideal. 
 
8. Will you continue to mentor others now that this mentoring group/project has 
 concluded? 
 *Through this project I have become better equipped as a mentor and more 
 convinced that God calls all Christians to act as mentors to those younger in the 
 faith. 
 
 *Observer: I will definitely attempt it. 
 
9. Do you believe a mentoring group/project, such as you have participated in, 
 would be helpful in your congregation? 
 *I believe any congregation can glean from this type of mentoring model. 
 
 *Most definitely! We currently do a poor job in preparing our young men to be 
 more active, as well as some older men that are either recent converts or just 




 *We have a number of young men who are willing to become Christians yet 
 unwilling to carry out their obligation to serve. I feel this is a problem across all 
 congregations no matter the size. 
 
 *The practice of mentoring seems to have been lost today and I believe that the 
 Bible shows that it is the best way of producing strong faith and leadership 




 *If it is done as leaders training individual leaders: yes. The one-on-one coaching 
 would  help bring followers up to active followers/leaders. But if this is presented 
 as a Wednesday night class or some program like that, I don’t think it would be 
 very effective. As mentioned in the project, most people are followers. This 
 program is really best suited for those who are wanting to do more. You could 
 offer a program like this to the church in general and maybe that would highlight 
 those who want to move up from follower to active follower or leader. But for the 
 majority, this would fall on deaf ears. 
 
 *Observer: From what I have observed of the project so far it seems as if it is 
 much needed and can be highly effective. 
 
 *Not only helpful, but necessary. 
 
10. Do you believe a mentoring group/project, such as you have participated in, 
 would be beneficial to the deacons, and/or elders, of your congregation? 
 *Having seen congregations struggle to replace elders as one needs to step down, 
 it seems that part of the role of an elder should be to mentor other men that could 
 be ready to step into the role when needed. 
 
 *Ditto! (Absolutely!!! from question #9 above) 
 
 *This one is difficult to know. While deacons are all good men, I believe that 
 even without the time and energy that they give to the work of the church, they 
 are consumed by their careers/work/responsibilities/lives. And while they care 
 deeply about the church, I don’t think that most deacons would have the spiritual 
 drive to fully participate in a leadership mentoring program. It may go well for a 
 few weeks, but their daily demands would pull most of them back to the status 
 quo. This type of program would likely go over better with elders especially if the 
 long-term goal is to train future elders. 
 
 *Observer: A program such as the one that Mr. Knabe is proposing I believe is the 
 answer to some of our problems. When close to our population centers and to our 
 universities and preaching schools that associate with our brotherhood it can be 
 much easier to find a pool of men in which to pull volunteers from, but that does 
 not always seem to help us in the rural setting. Local congregations need a 
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 program in place to groom the next group of church leaders who will step in when 
 the time comes. 
 
 *My congregation does a pretty good job, but I think there is always room for 
 improvement. 
 
11. Did you feel the mentoring sessions on Sunday nights were helpful and beneficial 
 towards our goals for this mentoring group/project? 
 *Glen has been a great mentor to all of us. 
 
 *Yes. Several of us came from youth-involvement areas of the church, so the 
 groupthink and synergy were great. 
 
 *Along with the great information that was delivered, the regular meeting helped 
 to refocus away from the distractions and to keep the goal of building 
 relationships and making disciples at the center of focus. 
 
 *I thought that the sessions were good motivation to do it, but as mentioned in 
 question 7, I think I would have liked some more how to do it. And we did have a 
 session at the end where we talked about what each of us was doing, but I would 
 have liked more of that through the process. 
 
 *Observer: I looked forward to them. 
 
12. Did you feel welcome to participate in the discussions of our Sunday night 
 mentoring sessions? 
 *Very relaxed and inviting environment. 
 
 *I did feel welcome and comfortable sharing my thoughts with everyone. 
 
 *The Sunday night sessions were full of good discussions and deep reflections for 
 all participants. 
 
 *Observer: Communication was open and constructive. 
 
 *I was meeting with a wonderful group of men who would encourage me and 












Results of Elder Assessment of Mentoring Observations: 
 
Elder Assessment of Mentoring Effort 
Question Summary Elder 1 Elder 2 Elder 3 Mean 
1. Value of mentoring in personal life 4 4 4 4.0 
2. Helped you get where you are 5 5 5 5.0 
3. How well did the mentoring go 5 5 5 5.0 
4. Level of effectiveness of mentor 5 5 4 4.7 
5. Spiritual increase seen in mentor 4 3 5 4.0 
6. Level of response of the mentee 5 5 4 4.7 
7. Spiritual increase of mentee 5 5 5 5.0 
8. Mentoring effort be beneficial to 
congregation 
4 4 4 4.0 
9. Interested in learning more of 
mentoring 
4 4 4 4.0 
10. Level of awareness or involvement 4 3 3 3.3 
Mean 4.5 4.3 4.3   
 
 
Results of Mentee Assessment of Mentoring Efforts: 
 
Mentee Assessment of Mentoring Effort 
Question Summary Mentee 1 Mentee 2 Mentee 3 Mean 
1. Importance of mentoring to you 3 5 4 4.0 
2. Feeling of abandonment from 
adults 
4 3 3 3.3 
3. Desire for non-parental mentor 1 5 5 3.7 
4. How well did mentoring go 5 5 4 4.7 
5. Level of effectiveness of mentor 5 4 4 4.3 
6. Increase of spiritual maturity 4 4 5 4.3 
7. Desire for relationship to continue 1 5 4 3.3 
8. Level of effort given 5 5 4 4.7 
9. Would mentoring be helpful to 
your peers 
4 5 5 4.7 
10. Would you mentor others 3 5 3 3.7 
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